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Kid Kyle © Paul Harris

Kid Kyle welcomes you to TFTW issue 85 (from the stage of Hemsby 54)

Bunter meets the King(s)
Tony has a long weekend away
Keith Woods talks to a Wheelie Bag
We “borrow” more stuff from Nick Cobban
Soul Kitchen, Jazz Junction, Blues Rambling
And more...
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The Spice Of Life, a popular bar in London's Moor
Street in Cambridge Circus, has also lately proved
to be a highly successful hostelry for live music,
and our Editor has already successfully staged
two stonkin' gigs there featuring Roddy Jackson
backed by the all-conquering Tales From The
Woods Band, and most recently Linda Gail Lewis
with Some Like It Hot. On March 22nd, our
esteemed Ed tried a Sunday evening of rockin'
© Tony Annis
blues with a combo whose members hail from
Sweden and Denmark, and was rewarded with a
respectably-sized, appreciative audience whose number included top UK blues bassman Matt
Radford, and the one and only Big Joe Louis, who in fact got up out of the audience to deliver a
typically punchy, one-song cameo with... the Kokomo Kings.
The Kings are a quartet led by Samuel Andersson (aka Harmonica
Sam - no prizes for guessing what he plays - he sings too), and are
completed by Ronni Busack-Boysen on lead guitar, Magnus
Lanshammer on upright/electric bass and second guitar, and Daniel
Winero behind the tubs. All have played extensively with Scandinavian
blues bands such as the Instigators (many will remember Sam playing
with the highly-revered Domestic Bumblebees) and the Kings have
themselves worked up quite a CV thus far through backing James
Harman, Mud Morganfield, Big Jack Johnson, Lazy Lester, Louisiana
Red, and John Primer.
Tonight's show saw two sets of titanic Chicago/West Coast blues, with
a good selection of original material (from their sole tunesmith, Mr.
© Tony Annis
Lanshammer) and covers; the original songs often had a Chuck Berryesque feel, examples being "Artificial Natural", "Weak Nerves, Dangerous Curves", "Hook Line
and Sinker" and tonight's opener, "Wrong Doing Woman", the latter of which had a bit of a Dirty
Red "Dirty Motherfuyer" feel to it. Further originals "Three Or Four Drinks Too Many", "She's So
Skinny", the Latin-ish "Girls I've Never Kissed" and the instrumental "Charmageddon" also hit that
spot for the listeners and dancers present. (TFTW'’s very own Tony Annis got up to trip the light
fantastic for a song or two!)
The covers were well selected and performed; understandably perhaps there was a "Mystery
Train" feel to Junior Parker's "Sittin' At The Bar", and there was a nice take on JP's "Barefoot
Rock" in the second half; also delivered with total aplomb were Mississippi Fred McDowell's
"Kokomo Me Baby", Sam Myers' "My Love Is Here To Stay", "I'm Gonna Love You" by the Big
Town Playboy himself, Eddie Taylor, also Eddie Vinson's lesser-known "Bonus Pay", Slim Harpo's
"I'm Gonna Love You" and Leroy Washington's "Wild Cherry" where the Excello sound was
captured to perfection. The guys are clearly all devotees of Jimmy Reed as well, featuring as they
did "Goin' To New York" and "Good Lover".
So, a most enjoyable evening all in all; the Kokomo Kings are a very highly regarded and indemand outfit on the blues scene, and judging from their high musical standards and authenticity,
it's not hard to see why. A swift return to Blighty is strongly hoped for.
Brian Clark
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Pip, Squeak and Wilfred
say:
“ HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Hi Gang.
Halfway through 2015 already, doesn't seem possible does it
gang? 2is Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show No
10 Part 2 is almost upon us, have you ordered your ticket
yet? Don't let this event slip by, it certainly promises to be up there with the best of shows we have
staged, if not even having the edge on previous extravaganzas. If you read this
magazine on a regular basis you can’t fail to have seen the praise that
has so kindly been heaped on the professionalism of our wonderful six
piece Tales From The Woods Band. As I have no doubt mentioned
within these pages before, it is not a 20 minute rehearsal in a broom
cupboard before stepping on stage to back up whatever legend of our music
happens to be appearing. No, not for us, not for the TFTW Band; rehearsal time in the confines of a
studio somewhere in this crowded, bustling capital city of ours take place in
the weeks, often months leading up to show time. If you have attended
one of our shows then I am sure it is a luxury you will surely
appreciate. If you have not, surely then this is the time, too late when
we all decide to bring the curtain down on these shows… I wish I had
been there that night, wish I had seen whichever first generation British
Rock’n’Roll legend tore the stage up. Remember folks, there are no
repeats, like us all they won’t be around for ever, see them now whilst they can still 'cut the
mustard'. I heard a rumour just the other day that one of the artists on this
forthcoming Borderline show has written a song specially for the
occasion. WOW!! That is something ain’t it folks? Worth remembering
too, that many of our loyal audience comes from far and wide, not
just within the UK but from the European continent too. No worries
about making last trains, coaches, tubes and buses as we start on time
and finish on time, so you won’t have to forsake any part of the show. As it says on the tin gang,
doors at 5pm live music soon after; come up and say hello, look forward to seeing as many
Woodies there as possible having a great time.

























The latest in our much admired series of interviews with artists, musicians,
musicologists and the like, brought to the interview table in a private upstairs
room of a Marylebone watering hole, no less a figure than that of a true
legend of folk music, American born guitarist, banjoist, singer and fiddle
player, 87 year old Tom Paley. I have to admit to being just a little more
than awestruck sitting across the table interviewing a man who hung out
with Leadbelly, played, partied and travelled with Woody Guthrie, performed
at folk festivals, clubs and house parties with the likes of Cisco Houston,
Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee, Odetta, as part of the Lost City
Ramblers with Mike Seeger toured the length and breadth of the United
Tom © Barry Dixon
States, before leaving his native country after being falsely black-listed
during the McCarthy witch-hunts of the 1950s. So many wonderful stories, so much music history
created and witnessed by this legend of folk music, such a privilege for us at Tales From The Woods
to be granted an audience with this man, which we happily pass on to your good selves through
the pages of this magazine for you all to read at your leisure in the very near future. Our very good
friends at Radio Sutch and the Archive Film Agency recorded and filmed this event for us.
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Over the course of the weekend of Friday 8th May
through to Sunday 10th was No 54 in the longest
running Rock’n’Roll weekender in the UK, maybe
Europe too. For real aficionados or those blessed
with the required staying power, the celebrations
began the day before, Thursday. However, for me
and all the Woodies present encamped in the
Comfort Inn, Albert Square, Great Yarmouth it began
on the Friday and it must be pointed out for the
American headliners only, so this review does not
Jiving Contest © Paul Harris
even pretend to mention all the other activities
associated with the weekend; jive competitions, classic car cruises, bouncing baby contests, be
what may, or indeed the numerous British and European bands that no doubt sent revellers
present into states of delirious appreciation. My observations and opinions were what I saw and
heard, nothing more, nothing less.
First up on Friday evening was Rollin’ Rock recording artist Mack
Stevens, who was very much a part of the seventies rockabilly tidal
wave, the second coming for so many of us around at the time. The
second time too I have witnessed this Texas wild child in action, both
times upon a Hemsby stage. Last time round he appeared on stage
with a living, breathing python draped around his shoulders and later,
at the climax of his act, he set fire to himself (but not to the snake I
hasten to add). This time round he was far more subdued, maybe age
had crept up on him, maybe health and safety had a kindly whisper in
his ear, musically pretty wild, pretty undisciplined too, as from where I
stood I could not make out one single song he sang, just pretty much
a wall of sound, but not quite what Mr Spector would have had in
mind. Maybe fleeing the hall in fear of the wild man from Texas
Mack Stevens
© Paul Harris
burning the hall down, the soundman settled for a quiet pint away
from it all, although I did manage to make out the much covered blues chestnut, Rolling And
Tumbling, which was as far removed from, for example, the Muddy Waters interpretation as
Norfolk is from Cornwall. For an encore we got Hound Dog closer to Big Mamma Thornton’s
original than the Mississippi Flash’s later better known version. Sorry gang, I did not get it with
Mack Stevens first time round and time ain’t altered nothing. I am sure Willie J will not be over
crazy with some of my observations, however it’s my opinion.

Bill Haley Jr
© Paul Harris

The MC ambled up to the mike, stocky in build and loud in mouth,
and bellowed these words into the mike, "First time at Hemsby, all
the way from Pennsylvania, USA… Bill Haley Jnr!" Well it actually
might have been an idea to mention the fact he is the son of the
founding father of Rock’n’Roll. Had it not been for the achievements
of his late daddy, it is highly unlikely any of us would be standing in
this hall some sixty plus years on. Minor criticisms apart, it was
indeed wonderful to see the Hemsby house band decked out in
check jackets, white shirts, black trousers, and dickie bows (bowties
for the benefit of our European and Stateside readers), Bill Haley Jnr
looking and dressed the part in a red jacket, relaxed and
professional, often sounding quite close to his father’s voice. If it
appeared on the surface to lack real passion I am sure it did not, as
Bill Jnr was omnipresent stage front amongst the audience for much
of the weekend. In the hotel he came across as a very polite,
reserved and dignified man, (throughout most of the Hemsby
Rock’n’Roll weekenders, Woodies have shared the same hotel as the
American artists). Clive Osborne blew up a storm on Rudy's Rock, a
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multi-instrumentalist switching between sax and steel guitar throughout the set. Clive, as some of
you may be aware, has lent his talents to the Tales From The Woods Band when deputising for
Alex Bland backing up Roy Young at last year’s Colne Blues Festival in Lancashire.
The Hemsby house band had certainly done their homework, sounding tight and confident as Bill
recited his father’s back catalogue, the earlier recordings such as Haley Snr’s take on Rocket 88,
along the way the band got to show off their credentials on Saints Rock'n'Roll, good to hear too
Skinny Minnie, a hit for Haley and The Comets a couple of years or so after their peak, a comeback possibly some at the time may have chosen to describe it. Rock The Joint, Rip It Up and
Crazy Man Crazy were all performed to a proficiency that I am sure Rock’n’Roll’s founding father’s
fans would have appreciated. I could not help thinking as I stood watching the show stage front,
how much the sadly missed John Lacey would have loved it; a lifelong Haley fan he was indeed
looking forward to being there, sadly he would not live to do so, at least physically. It goes without
saying that Rock Around The Clock was included, reprised too as an encore; in Rock’n’Roll terms
if any song is deserving of such an accolade it surely must be that one.
I have always been of the opinion that
Sleepy La Beef © Paul Harris
Sleepy La Beef possesses the greatest
talent of the pioneer rockabillies, certainly his
post fifties/sixties recorded output being the
most diverse whilst remaining faithful to his
roots, authentic Americana to use a
fashionable term. This blues loving
Rock’n’Roll founder of TFTW has often
shared an opinion that white blues can far
too often be self-indulgent guitar flash
bearing little relation to what any blues fan
would accept to be the blues. However, lend
an ear to the mighty Sleepy’s rendition of
Muddy Waters’ Young Fashioned Ways
which is about as far removed as prejudice
of white blues is likely to get. I have nursed an idea that sadly seems unlikely to ever bear fruit
now and that is to present Sleepy La Beef in an intimate setting, accompanied by a few
sympathetic musicians allowing him to stretch out a set incorporating hillbilly country, blues, and
gospel as well as breaking out on rockabilly and Rock’n’Roll without any pressure to present too
much of the latter genres.
There was certainly a glimpse or two of that possibility on view at Hemsby when he treated us to
an excellent take on Ernest Tubb’s Waltz Across Texas, along with one of my personal favourite
country songs, Blue Eyes Cryin’ In The Rain. I recall witnessing upon this very stage several years
past, Sleepy working out on a passionate, no holds barred, rockin’ version of Sister Rossetta
Tharpe’s Standing In The Need Of Prayer, mighty cowboy booted foot stomping upon the stage, at
one point taking his cowboy hat off and waving it above his head as the old time gospel tune
headed for its climax. You get my drift gang? Would that not be somethin’ else at a small intimate
venue in central London? The man often dubbed "the human juke box" although for me I don’t
recall him performing Bo Diddley Is A Gun Slinger before. It depended very much where one was
placed in the hall to be on the acceptable side of sound quality; where I was just a few rows back
at the front it was okay, elsewhere I am told it was not so, Sleepy’s rich baritone voice could barely
be heard amongst the mix. I am sure a very noticeable lack of rehearsal time for the Hemsby
house band did little to help matters. I have never been a fan of medleys with Sleepy - you simply
have to put up with it. This evening a long medley of Rock’n’Roll classics began and finished with
Tore Up, something the man is very much still capable of doing to any stage despite his 80 years.
Oh, I almost forgot to mention, we did get an all too brief rendering of Hank Williams’ Lost
Highway, the book of the same name authored by that genius of all things southern roots music,
Peter Guralnick, my favourite book on the subject matter, the thirteen pages on Sleepy La Beef my
favourite chapter.
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81 year old Rudy Grayzell, the senior of the five American
performers, beating Sleepy La Beef by barely a year, dressed in
a tight fitting flared bottom black cat suit, full head of dark brown
healthy hair he certainly belied his years. Once he got going he
proved to be as much a ball of energy as any time he has
appeared in the UK before. With a pretty shaky start you could
be forgiven for thinking that it was heading for disaster, the
intention being for Rudy to make a grand entrance to appear
presumably moving through the audience, singing his way to the
stage. However, that proved not be. From where I stood he
could not be seen, neither could he be heard, mike failure led to
a lot of worried faces both on stage and off, searching for the
elusive Rudy whilst the Hemsby house band played much of the
first number of the set without him, including the ace tenor sax
man of the tales from the woods band, Alex Bland, blowing
up a storm in preparation for the star’s entrance. Once on stage
a few nail biting minutes passed as gremlins with the sound
coupled with Rudy struggling to get to grips with his act.
Rudy Grayzell
© Paul Harris

Eventually he showed he had more years in the business than
much of the audience had been alive, gaining energy as
confidence returned, throwing his hand held mike from hand to hand, strutting his stuff, building a
rapport both with the band and audience. no surprises maybe, but certainly giving the audience
what they wanted to hear; "FBI Story", "Judy", "One Mile", a fine take on the Drifters’ perennial
favourite "Money Honey" and of course the song that he will be forever associated with in the eyes
of rockin’ folk, "Don't Mess With My Ducktail".
Rudy appears to receive sponsorship from 'Pine Brothers Throat Drops' these days back in his
native land, judging by the promotional flyer he handed to me in the hotel later that same evening.
Certainly a sure fire way of letting a world know who think maybe that Rock’n’Roll began
somewhere in the sixties with a flurry of hair and peace and love, or that it was imported from
England from a place called Liverpool, that it began in the deep south of the US, touring as an
opening act for Elvis Presley before the rest of the world had ever heard his name.
Over the years of the Hemsby weekenders, both as a twice yearly event, or days long before
when it took place just once, it's not been all about Rock'n'Roll. Woodies have hired a boat on the
Norfolk broads, gone wildlife spotting amongst the reeds and swamps of the flood plains of the
River Yar, took trips out by car, by bus to the serene seaside towns of Cromer, Sheringham,
Wells-Next-The-Sea, to name but three, across county borders to Southwold in Suffolk, as well as
Hemsby weekender organized boat trips and steam railway heritage train rides.
On this occasion Ken Major, tales from the woods
membership secretary, and I took a trip out to the nearby
Suffolk town of Beccles, visiting a farmer friend of Ken’s a
short distance out of town. The kindly farmer and his wife
invited us into their home where we sat, chatted, drank
coffee and ate biscuits amidst the tranquillity of the east
Anglian countryside, just the sounds of nature. As much as I
enjoy wandering the countryside not a great distance from
my home here in suburban Kent, unfortunately there is little
escape from the constant hum of the M25, Gatwick,
Heathrow flight paths, not forgetting too the light aircraft that
make up much of the air traffic in and out of Biggin Hill. Here at farmer Brian’s home I found myself
almost sleepy, lulled back into childhood where so many happy memories of summers that
seemed to never end at my grandparents’ cottage on the outskirts of North Walsham, visiting
Beccles too as a child to visit my Uncle Basil and Auntie Poppy. Basil was quite a big noise in the
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city, a chartered accountant who commuted each working day by train to London and back in the
days when this small Suffolk town ran a direct link to the capital and when commuting such
distances were far from common, until one fateful Christmas eve it got too much for him. kissing
Poppy on the cheek, saying he was about to nip out to buy some cigarettes, he never came back,
at least for forty years, when the realisation came that life would be running out on him in just a
few months ahead.
In those intervening years he could be spotted, as a tramp, often keeping dry and warm by riding
the 'circle line' tube (subway train to our European and Stateside readers) occasionally, no doubt
when a little flush, sipping on a gin and tonic in the long gone station buffet that once stood
opposite platform 1 and 2 at the pre-modernised Liverpool Street railway station, from where years
before he would have commuted each and every working day. In Regents Park too he could be
found when the sun was warm, sitting on a bench, his now worldly possessions in a battered
suitcase. One Christmas he came to call when I was just knee high to a grasshopper, daddy
Woodie gave his transient brother a bed to sleep in, clothes to wear, and food for his belly. The
festive season soon passed, he put money in his pocket before sending him on his way, as far as I
am aware their paths destined never to cross again.
I digressed slightly so back to the job at hand. The final American headliner of the weekend was
not a grizzled veteran with several million miles of clubs, dancehalls, honky tonks, festivals and
theatres behind him, but a fresh faced, hugely confident and talented 20 year old from New York.
Many words of praise met these ears about Kid Kyle who occupied
the traditional Sunday evening doo-wop slot, accompanied by the
highly professional Roomates and a Hemsby house band that pretty
much nailed what was required. Looking resplendent in a gold jacket
later to be swapped for one of electric blue, he kicked off with Frankie
Lymon and Teenagers’ worldwide million seller "Why Do Fools Fall In
Love". this sounded like it should, immediately appreciating I was
witnessing a class act, which was reprised as an encore. for the
second time this weekend the Drifters classic "Money Honey"
although on this occasion in its original doo-wop inception. "Play
Those Oldies Mr DJ", never one of my favourites but in the hands of
Kyle and the Roomates it was easy to allow your prejudices to be set
aside. "Sincerely" on the other hand is one of my all-time faves. A lot
was made of Kyle’s talent at such tender years in various
Kid Kyle
conversations over the weekend, but personally I don't buy that.
© Paul Harris
Eddie Cochran was twenty when he cut some of his classic sides,
countless others of our heroes were of a similar age when they stepped inside a studio to cut
masterpieces that would carve out careers that would span decades, often outliving their lifetimes.
They were creating whilst this 20 year old is recreating; what can’t be argued is his considerable
talent, and the fact that a person of that age is picking up the Rock’n’Roll baton and running with it
to territory unreachable for the most part to older performers, taking it to generations new. That in
itself is to be applauded, which brings me nicely on to…

























Tales From The Woods believes young people will enjoy our music if they are exposed to it. We
have had young folks attend our shows in the west end of London over the last few years, a few
examples being the teenage lad who came up to say hello to me at a Duane Eddy gig at the Royal
Festival Hall a couple of springs ago. He told me had attended a Borderline show that past
January and for him it had been a life changing experience. What greater compliment could the
artists, musicians and us all at tales from the woods receive?
When American Rock’n’Roll singer/pianist and sax man Roddy Jackson performed for us at a
venue on the edge of Soho, some twenty months ago, a group of friendly intelligent young guys
who knew little about Rock’n’Roll but had heard of Little Richard paid their money and took their
chances, later to exclaim that they thought it was fantastic, that it made the extremely well known
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American west coast rock band whose founder member originated from this side of the pond
whom they had seen performing at a large venue close to London docklands just days previous,
seem crap compared to what they witnessed that evening. More recently the photo on the cover of
issue 84 as well as this issue says it all. However observations at Rock’n’Roll weekenders and
clubs paint a pretty depressing picture of an ageing clientele, the vast proportion of which came on
the scene during the rockabilly revolution of the mid-seventies through to the early eighties.
Younger folks are not going to be attracted to the club scene; although far from all, many alas are
simply Derby and Joan with a back beat, nothing is going to send the younger element fleeing for
the exit than that. likewise weekenders are beyond the pockets of the young and merely curious;
again not all, but there are a few weekenders that are merely glorified fancy dress parties, with
their period costumes and synchronised dancing. I recall one particular evening making my way to
the main hall in readiness for a night of entertainment ahead, passing chalet after chalet of
dancers rehearsing their dance floor moves. What the hell has this got to do with Rock’n’Roll,
rhythm and blues? Has anyone ever told these folks the spirit of our music is meant to be a
spontaneous gut reaction, to jive, bop, jump up and down and bash yourself over the head with a
beer tray, if that's what you want. I even heard that many potential jivers won’t dance at these
events for fear of being over shadowed, for fear of not knowing all the latest moves. Sorry,
aforementioned synchronised dancing is not going to attract any young'uns except those maybe
fresh from stage school.
Many promoters too have to take their share of the blame for the claustrophobia of the scene,
more Rock’n’Roll weekenders in the year nationwide than there are weekends, infantile rivalries
between promoters, virtually boycotting each other’s events; who would believe we are all chasing
an ever decreasing market? Which of course we are… one day everyone will wake up and
discover that very market has diminished to virtually nothing, killed off by complacence, arrogance,
market saturation, synchronised dancing and fancy dress.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass to the
Blues guitarist, singer, songwriter and a true
legend of the genre, B.B. King who has died
peacefully at his home in his sleep after suffering
illness in the final months of his life at his home in
Las Vegas, Nevada aged 89 on 14th May 2015.
It would not to be the slightest exaggeration to
suggest that B.B. King was able to achieve for the
Blues what Louis Armstrong both achieved and
represented for Jazz, taking the music that he
loved and dedicated his very existence to, from
B B King, New Orleans 2005 © Paul Harris
the smoke filled bar-rooms, honky tonks, brothels
as well as respectable clubs to major concert halls and theatres around much of the globe. Only a
tiny few blues musicians, no matter how highly proficient, no matter how highly respected
throughout blues history have achieved a lifestyle of relative luxury and a home in Las Vegas; in
modern times only Chicago blues giant Buddy Guy comes anywhere near close. B.B. King, like
Armstrong, possessed the unique ability to unite the fans, peers and general public in reverence
and on this occasion the national broad sheets were pretty much on the nail with their obituaries,
describing once again as an ambassador of the blues, a term used, maybe over-used, throughout
the latter decades of his life, a term that would be difficult to argue with.
I got to see B.B. King many times over several decades, at major London venues such as
Hammersmith Odeon, the sadly missed Rainbow, Royal Festival Hall, Shepherds Bush Empire to
name just a few as well on his home turf at the House Of Blues in Las Vegas. A powerful intense
performer, like all great blues guitarists he never played more notes than were required, often
quoted as saying "less is more" as far as blues guitar playing is concerned, advice sadly ignored
by far too many white guitarists who play what they regard as the blues idiom. He never sang and
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played the guitar at the same time, a skill he claimed he could never master to meet his own
standards of perfection, which he demanded too from his loyal long time band members.
Described as a firm and fair boss, soberness was demanded before and after show time,
womanising, bad behaviour were not tolerated, drugs would, if any band member or entourage
even dared, have created a rage beyond description.
Born 16th September 1925 close to the small town of Itta Bena in Mississippi, his parents Albert
and Nora King christened their son Riley B King, by all accounts the B stood for nothing at all. His
family were, for the most part, agricultural workers, and it seemed that this would be the destiny of
the young Riley had not playing music and singing entered his life at an early stage. The
rudiments of guitar were at first taught by a family friend, realising too he could more than hold a
tune when he began singing with 'The Gospel Singers Of Indianola'.
Once his teenage years were out, he headed out to west Memphis to stay
with his cousin, the renowned blues guitarist and singer Bukka White who
not only perfected his guitar skill, but who gave him some home-spun
advice that would forever shape his performing philosophy for life, that
playing the blues for a living was looked down upon by all bar those who
were barely above the bottom rung of society. To get people to accept and
respect you, you had to dress like you were on your way to the bank to
borrow money, advice that stayed until his dying day as he rarely
performed without an expensive looking three piece suit complete with shirt
and tie no matter the heat or the venue.
It was another blues legend Sonny Boy Williamson II, Rice Miller who got him a residency at the
Sixteenth Street Grill in West Memphis, performing under the name Beale Street Blues Boy. Soon
he found himself as a DJ on WDIA radio station in Memphis by which time his name had been
whittled down to Blues Boy King, and for his first recording session at the studios of 'Bullet' records
in Nashville, Tennessee his name had been further abbreviated to the more commercial sounding
B.B. King.
1950 saw King move to 'Modern' records based on the west coast, where he would eventually find
success with a reworking of fellow bluesman Lowell Fulson Three O' Clock Blues, which spent 15
weeks at the top spot in the R&B charts, leading a wave of success for himself and the label
including, Please Love Me, You Upset Me Baby, Ten Long Years, Sweet Little Angel, Sweet
Sixteen, along with dozens of others which followed the same path of both his own compositions
and rearrangements of earlier material from a succession of blues performers. B.B.’s own
influences are a mixture of the obvious, like T Bone Walker, of whom B.B. was a lifelong huge fan,
along with less likely figures as Jazz maestros Django Reinhardt, Charlie Christian and singers as
diverse as Nat King Cole, Big Joe Turner, Al Hibbler with Louis Jordan remaining a lifelong
personal favourite. Like all bluesmen however of any age, of any time, influences too came from
the pre-war greats such as Blind Lemon Jefferson, Mississippi Fred McDowell and no doubt many
others too.
Throughout the remainder of the fifties and very early sixties, King was a leading exponent on the
endless cycle of the chitlin circuit notching up as many as 342 gigs in a year, thrilling black
audiences whilst at the same time wearing out touring buses and bandsmen in equal measure.
Come 1962, no doubt spurred on by the success of Ray Charles moving to a major label and
about to achieve huge crossover success, he signed with ABC. However their re-grooming for a
mainstream market proved to be nothing short of a disaster. Picking himself up and shaking
himself down, in 1965 he created his masterpiece and foundation stone for world-wide fame, as
well as an influence to countless musicians both in America and the United Kingdom, by simply
doing what he does best; by playing the blues, picking chunks of his now increasingly impressive
repertoire. Coupled with his charismatic and magisterial stage presence, he created the iconic
"Live At The Regal", as the title suggests a live recording, at a theatre for black patrons making up
a wildly appreciative audience.
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Despite young white audiences discovering the blues much earlier in the decade mostly through
white rock groups playing the music of Chicago based bluesmen such as Muddy Waters, Howlin’
Wolf, Buddy Guy, Elmore James and the like, B.B. King belonged to a different school. Horn
sections, rhythm and blues band style, they were slow to come to him. Eventually young white
faces did appear in his audiences, egged on by stories they had heard from Mike Bloomfield, Eric
Clapton and the like. B.B. played San Francisco’s Fillmore Auditorium which was at the time at the
height of fashionable flam with the peace and love crowd. From accounts King made in numerous
interviews he was astounded upon arriving at the venue to find a queue of white kids outside the
venue, thinking they had arrived at the wrong venue. The fact was the rock crowd had finally
caught up with him, he blew them away, and performed encore after encore before being allowed
to depart the stage.
A worldwide stage beckoned from then onwards which would remain with him for the remainder of
his life, touring as far afield (and very unlikely for the period) in countries such as China and
Russia as well as Japan, Australia, New Zealand, much of South America, Africa, and virtually all
of Europe. Even in his advanced years he was performing 200 gigs a year. A dedicated player of
Gibson guitars throughout his long career, all of which were nicknamed Lucille after rescuing his
guitar after fleeing the stage of a southern honky tonk when a fight broke out by two men fighting
over a lady named Lucille, knocking over a kerosene lamp and burning the building to the ground.
B.B. ran back into the burning building to retrieve his precious Gibson, henceforth every guitar was
named Lucille according to B.B. to remind himself to do nothing so foolish ever again.
Along with touring the world over many times, King also performed at prisons, most notably Cook
County Jail which produced another live album, like Johnny Cash at the notorious San Quentin,
which led to his long involvement with prisoner rehabilitation programmes. During the eighties he
appeared at Caesar’s Palace, which won him a glowing review in Playboy magazine. In 1985 he
recorded the title number for the film "Into The Night" and around the same period found himself
elected as an honorary doctor of music at Yale university. He received countless awards from
blues and guitar magazines, recorded with other musicians from a diverse field including Branford
Marsalis, Crusaders, Willie Nelson, Rolling Stones, Stevie Wonder, Van Morrison and U2.
Through the latter he was able to tap into a pretty much fresh audience, a collaboration that
resulted in a late career pop chart entry in 1988 with "When Love Comes To Town" which can be
heard to this day upon the playlist of numerous wall paper radio stations throughout the UK.
Being diagnosed with diabetes in 1990 forced him to cut back on
his gruelling tour schedules. An 80th birthday celebration album
in 2005 resulted in a Grammy award which, as so often with
legendary artists in the twilight of their long incredible careers,
was filled with admiring luminaries of white rock musicians
including Mark Knopfler, Eric Clapton, Roger Daltry, followed by
a farewell world tour, which proved not to be the case at all.
Advanced age meant he spent much of his show seated but the power of his voice and fluency of
his guitar playing was unaffected. He was back in the UK to play the Royal Albert Hall in 2011, and
Kristof Fabry wrote a kind review of the show in the pages of this magazine.
However the powers of the great man were diminishing quite swiftly; a two hour show in such an
impersonal venue as this would daunt a far younger man, for a man in his mid-eighties it would
prove to be an unwise move. In earlier, healthier times, a host of guests would prove to be an
annoying intrusion, now it was required to shoulder the burden such as 'Slash', one time guitar
slinging outlaw of Guns’n’Roses, Ronnie Wood of the perennial Rolling Stones also on board,
Mick Hucknall and Susan Tedeschi to pay homage to this titan of the blues. Around the same
period of time he headlined at that annual middle class summer picnic known as the Glastonbury
Festival.
2010 found B.B. performing a duet with fellow blues legend Buddy Guy entitled "Stay Around A
Little Longer" which in effect he did do, continuing to perform in the months leading up to his
death. however the word is that these final shows were a mere shadow of his former self; not just
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his musical skills had diminished but his mind too, yet the admiration of his fans and peers
remained intact; they simply forgave him for his glaring shortcomings. Despite performing 300 gigs
a year in his prime, and up to 200 in his declining years, he still found time to father around 15
children by 15 different women. A larger than life character who was far larger than the musical
genre to which he dedicated his life, it is indeed highly unlikely the 'blues' will ever be able to
produce another anywhere near his stature.

























At the time of going to press we heard of the sad passing of one of this country’s most esteemed
drummers, Mac Poole whose cancer returned with a vengeance recently and he spent his final
months being cared for by his family. Mac performed as part of the Tales From The Woods Band
in April 2014 for our Joe Meek Special, although our association goes much further back as he
attended the first of our 2is shows at the 100 Club back in 2007. I am sure you wish to join me in
extending our deepest sympathies to Mac’s family, friends and colleagues for their loss,
We shall at a later stage within the pages of this magazine attempt to portray this hugely versatile
musician’s career with an in-depth appreciation.
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Denys Avis a.k.a. Deejay Wheelie Bag
This is a series of interviews currently being serialised in TFTW magazine.
I’m touched that you’ve asked me along. Obviously you need a bit spare in case something goes
wrong with the main acts but I’m happy with that.
Well then Denys, where were you born?
I was born in Nottingham but I’ve no recollection or memory of the place at all. I think my parents
moved on very shortly, if not the same year, then soon after. The place that had any importance to
me in terms of growing up, funnily enough, was Sittingbourne in Kent where I started secondary
school and became a teenager and that turned me on to music.
So how old would you have been when you had your first taste of music?
I would have been about fourteen or fifteen. There wasn’t much music around then apart from
Luxembourg and I had an aerial around my bedroom to get it when it was fading in. What really
changed things for me in Sittingbourne was the arrival of pirate radio stations when I could walk to
school with my little transistor radio that came in an imitation leather wallet, if you remember those
tiny Japanese things, you could walk to school, cross the park and listen to music during the
daytime and hear American pop, R&B, all kinds of music we just weren’t getting. A record of the
period would have been “Hi Heel Sneakers” which dates it to around then.
Tommy Tucker ’63?
You’d never normally hear anything like that. I thought there’s something going on out there, I was
only a kid, I didn’t really know but I think that’s when it started.
So you became an avid record collector at this time?
No, I didn’t collect records and I didn’t really identify with the scene. I wasn’t a genuine pub core
rockabilly or anything like that. That all kind of passed me by, I was a rather dull, middle-class boy
at a grammar school and it continued like that for a long time until I came to London. I knew things
were going on; I used to hitch up to London… I used to stand in Sittingbourne High Street and see
all these mods and rockers go past and look north to think where are they coming from? We used
to go to London and I used to dig going to see bands but I didn’t really get switched on to music
until I’d finished college.
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I’d just married my wife, we were 21 and we moved up to London and eventually shared a house
in Tottenham N17, just off Philip Lane. At the bottom of the garden was a woman who used to
have blues parties and that was new to me. A friend of mine said “If you’re interested why don’t
you buy forty-fives, you can get them down the market, pick them up cheap”, and I started buying
records around 1972 or 1973. I was looking for records that I knew; Cliff Richard, or “I Wanna Be
Bobby’s Girl”; I don’t know, I didn’t have a musical “taste”. What I found instead was a junk shop
full of records with all the identity scrubbed off them so there were records there which I didn’t
know what they were. Black DJs used to scrub out the label so that no-one else knew what the
track was and that would keep them in work. Other DJs couldn’t come over, see what they were
playing and promptly go and order up their own copies. A lot of black music from blues DJs was
like that.
I bought a couple of these records and I remember clearly one of them was “Dick Tracy” by the
Skatalites which I’d never heard of and the other one was “What’cha Gonna Do About It” by Doris
Troy. They blew me away and I thought I never want to buy another record I’ve heard of. I’m only
going to buy records I’ve never heard of and I made that decision in about ’73. From there on in
my love of music and playing of records has only been guided by music I’ve never heard of. Also,
if you buy second hand, there’s a filter, because it means someone else bought it in the first place
because they knew it was good. They had the knowledge and it takes a long time to get the
knowledge so I relied on other people’s choices, the other people mainly being African, highlife
music, could be Jamaican, could be calypso, ska, early reggae, R&B, early blues, New Orleans
jazz. It didn’t really matter; someone else bought it first, probably an immigrant who came to work
in this country. African stuff was never issued over here, yellow Decca we used to call them.
One or two of us had started picking up on it by then, yellow Decca
was only issued in Lagos as far as I know and they only ended up
here because some families emigrated and brought them along.
That’s how I learnt about them. If you saw a record with a yellow
Decca label you knew it was going to be highlife and you knew it
was going to be good because someone else had bought it
because they could dance to it and love it. I’m still buying music I’ve
never heard of. You try buying east African music for example on
Phillips and other strange labels, or Turkish music, music from
North Africa, the Middle East. It’s fascinating and the only way you
can tell it’s going to be good is buy second hand. It’s cheap too! I’m
a bit of a puzzle Keith, sorry about that.
It’s all very interesting. When you were in Tottenham, what year would we be talking about?
About 1973.
You went to these parties…
You didn’t have to “go” to them; they were so loud you could hear them half a mile down the
street.
Were there any pubs or venues around at the time where they’d be playing this stuff?
There were a couple; Club Noreik was a famous venue in Tottenham but I didn’t go to clubs like
that. My musical interest had been lit but I was still the same old, fairly respectable guy from out of
town. I got a job teaching in a college and I wasn’t really the kind of kid then to hang about at blues
parties or Club Noreik or the Four Aces down in Dalston for that matter. I didn’t do that scene but I
loved the music and I would do anything to get it.
Long moped rides became part of my life. I worked in town and I got a moped to avoid paying the
fares as I didn’t have the money. I think I got about £900 a year in my first job as a teacher,
nothing really. The moped was cute because if you see a little old shop you could park up, get off
and have a nose around. I’d be working in Camden and on my way home after work I’d end up in
New Cross. I just weaved my way around, different routes, going to the places where you knew
the music was. You soon learnt there wasn’t much point going to Chelsea or to Brixton I found, as
too many people were wised up in Brixton. They knew what was going down whereas if you went
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to somewhere like New Cross or indeed Tottenham, a great area for me, the music would appear
and people like the Americans in the R&B years, they didn’t know what they were chucking out,
what they’d got tired of, they didn’t realise what wonderful music this was. You’d get stacks of
records about two or three feet high in a shop, no covers, and you’d go through them - wonderful
stuff. All the time, stuff I’d never heard of. I came to tell what was what, the different genres, I’ve
always played music like that or always tried to.
What were you teaching then?
It was in a college of further education and I was teaching something in those days called liberal
studies. It was mainly kids who were on day release and things like that. The theory was that they
were at work, they got day release or came to the college to do their A levels or whatever it was
and they should be introduced to some more esoteric subjects to do with the creative skills or
literature or film. I started to teach photography although I didn’t have any qualifications for that but
as the years went on I built up a photography/media department. We got a dark room going and
by the time we got to the punk era I had quite a large old school building in Clerkenwell which was
full of kids now doing anything from fine art to sculpture to media to jewellery to photography to
TV, all the stuff we had in this building. We’d set it up on a few bob here and there just buying old
kit. Those were wonderful years; the punk years were so much fun with parties at night in the old
school basement. You learnt as much from the kids as they learnt from you. My work was part of
the growing up process that I was still going through I think.
After a while I got a bit bored with it I must say. I’d been there about fifteen to twenty years and I
thought one day I’d start a cabaret club. The Donmar Warehouse had just had the first Edinburgh
Fringe review so that dates it to something like the early eighties and a friend of mine said “So you
know there’s some interesting people around here who perform in a pub, stand-up comedy it’s
called.” There wasn’t a listing for it in Time Out magazine, nothing like that. I took over a pub in
Clerkenwell one night a month and I ran a little club called the Sugar Shack (after the Jimmy
Gilmer and the Fireballs track). We used to book two acts, they’d be about £50 each; Julian Clary
was one of the first acts I booked, you could get him for £50 then… as an act I’m talking about. I
opened up my little cabaret club and at that point I started to DJ, not professional at all but in a
more organised way. I had a little double deck system I’d built, two old Garrard decks, a bit of
plywood, that kind of thing, built everything myself. I had that in a corner and I’d play my own 45s
and by now I had quite a few. I’d book these couple of acts, they’d pay about two or three quid at
the door, you’d pay the acts about £100 between them, I’d get £100 in my pocket and we’d all
have a good night. That was the beginning of stand-up cabaret. Events slowly got listed in Time
Out and they started popping up all over the place.
That was the reason, when I finally cast myself off from full time work and set
up being a deejay, that I did it the way I did. I wanted to be seen as more of a
cabaret or performance deejay than your standard headphones in a glass box
sort of thing. That’s also the reason why I’ve got the two flying girls called the
Wheelettes. For the benefit of the readers at home, that is two flying electric
powered Barbie dolls that scoot about in the air on the end of fishing rods. That
was like a cabaret act for me; I could bring on the girls and let them dance
about. I never took myself very seriously; I was much more about doing a
performance where the music is fundamental. However, I didn’t make the
music, the music isn’t mine, it’s my privilege to play it. For my own performance
I had to invent something additional to that. I wanted to have a performance. I
used to look at these cabaret guys and think wow, they can stand up in front of two or three
hundred people and entertain them. How good is that? I spent a lot of time trying to develop my
act… and in the end failed miserably!
The Sugar Shack started about the early eighties, how long did it run for Denys?
It ran for about four or five years. What put a stop to a lot of us was the demise of the GLC. The
GLC was closed down by Thatcher and the Health and Safety regulations in places like pubs were
handed down to the boroughs. They got a wad of money, appointed somebody and of course that
meant, whereas the GLC left us alone, you now had some busybody coming out to pubs saying “If
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you’re going to have people upstairs you’ve got to have a new fire exit, you’ve got to have two new
sets of doors, air conditioning, double glazing and a fire door.” These pubs could never afford to
do that and wouldn’t want to so we just had to close down. Thank you Margaret.
By the late eighties that’s when the deejaying started on a regular basis?
I’ve never really thought of myself as a proper DJ, I quite like the fact that I’m
not a proper DJ in a way because people immediately think they know what
you are. If you say you’re a DJ they know you play records and people dance.
That’s not what I do - I play records but I don’t really do dance. If I try to tell
people I’m a person who stands by the side of an old shopping trolley
converted into a record player with electric dancing girls they wouldn’t get it. So
I‘ll stick with the term deejay.
What was the first venue you played in once you left the Sugar Shack? Did you
have a regular venue or move around a bit?
Performing was very much associated with drinking and everyone having a good time and I was a
student alongside the students I was teaching in a way. A few things happened like I fell off my
moped driving into the back of a parked car which wasn’t very bright, I once packed all my 78s in
the back of the car, left the door open, pushed my other box of 45s in the other side which pushed
the 78s out and they went rolling down the street and I thought I’ve got to change the way I’m
working here. I thought being a DJ with a double deck system and larking about is not what I want
to do. I thought I’m going to change and I’m going to build my own machine although I don’t quite
know what it’s going to look like. It went through a few changes and I’m going to concentrate on
being more of a performer who plays records.
Much to my surprise I built the machine, showed it to dear friends down at the Three Kings in
Clerkenwell, John Eichler and Deke, who’d always gone there drinking and John Eichler’s
daughter had a bar, The Enterprise just off Holborn near Red Lion Square, and she booked me. I
couldn’t believe it. That’s where I first did a gig with the Wheelie Bag. I remain surprised that
people keep booking me. I’ve stuck to my original decision that I wasn’t going to be this intense DJ
character, I just wanted to be fun. If I was going to have a beer I couldn’t drive, that wasn’t on, so
which do I want to do, drink or carry on with the car and I thought I’d prefer to do the drinking, ditch
the car and build a system that would fit on a bus. My first machines were built to the dimensions
of the luggage compartment on a Routemaster. When the Routemasters changed and the buses
got bigger on my route it meant I could build a bigger machine. The other machines got a bit
rickety and I changed the way I was building the machines so they became a lot more sturdy and
workable. I’ve built fifteen in all for different DJs some of which are still going strong. And that was
the Wheelie Bag phenomenon.
The eclectic mix of music you play, did it all begin at the same time?
It began and has stayed that eclectic mix really because of the roots I’ve just explained. That was
the way I learnt the music and when I play, say, a rockabilly gig in Camden Town, I can
understand a lot of the audience really don’t like you playing outside the box. You play some
music from America. I’ve had them come over and say “Why are you playing foreign?” and, with
the best will in the world, they aren’t going to change and why should they? They’ve come to listen
to rockabilly. I’ve never done things like Rockabilly Rave because I don’t really consider myself a
bona fide DJ of a particular music genre. Certainly not a black, ska, reggae DJ but I love the
music. I don’t just play any old records, it’s difficult working your way through different genres from
a certain period; from the mid-fifties to the mid-sixties, so much of the music wherever you were in
the world, wherever you pick it from, has common roots and I find that fascinating.
I try to associate different genres and make some sort of sense out of it. New Orleans influenced
ska, ska with calypso to the coast of Venezuela, Venezuelan music has got African influence in it,
African music feeds back to the music of early jazz, it just goes round and round. It amazes me
that more people don’t really play music they’ve never heard of. We’re hopeless at playing
anything from the east. Turkish, North African, Baltic, Polish, the different genres of music.
Chicago polka is just great, it’s so much fun; Poles who lived in Chicago after the war invented a
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new kind of polka, English language polka and it’s such fun music. The trouble is the first time you
hear something from Tanzania or North Africa, Cairo, Istanbul you think, oh no, that’s not the kind
of music I listen to but you’ve got to give it time. There’s good and bad so you’ve got to pick out
the good. It’s hard work but that’s what I try and do.
You were at the Pillars of Hercules for many years where you built up a solid fan base, how long
exactly?
I was there for nearly ten years and I think it was in the
tenth year it went down the pan unfortunately. It was
very funny how I got the gig there. I got booked with my
Wheelie Bag to play on the street in Greek Street
outside a clothing shop during London Fashion Week. I
think the only reason I got booked for London Fashion
Week (I mean, come on!) was because they couldn’t
find anyone else who could just turn up, plug in and
literally play on the street. That was my brief and we
knew we had about an hour before the police would
close it down. I struck up the tunes, had the Wheelettes
flying outside the shop and within about a quarter of an hour we’d almost closed the street, there
was such a crowd there going bonkers. It was like a carnival out in the street. As soon as the
police arrived I scuttled into the shop and carried on playing inside. All the time I was playing I was
looking at the Pillars of Hercules which was across the road. In the morning I thought I should play
in that pub, that would be great. I wrote a long account of what was in it for the pub, what the deal
would be, how I’d do the first couple of weeks for nothing, how I’d bring so many people in. I wrote
all this down, went down to the pub in the morning, went in and it was as quiet as anything first
thing in the morning. I said to the girl behind the bar “Is the manager in?”
There was a guy sat on a stool on my side of the bar who said, “I’m the manager.”
I said, “I’ve got a plan here…”
“You want to play in the pub. I agree. Good idea.”
I continued “I’ve got a plan here and if you read this I think you’ll agree… what did you just say?”
“When do you want to start?”
“I can play here?”
“I heard you yesterday, I think you’re great. You’re just the sort of thing we need.”
“So you don’t want to read my piece of paper?”
“No, just start.”
So I did; he was a nice guy and it was when he left that it went down the pan. You’re always at the
mercy of the landlords really. By the time I finished there I couldn’t move on to another bar in Soho
because of Sky TV. Sky was getting into most of the smaller bars for the football and Sky TV then
was costing a small bar about £18,000 a year. They would say, “We’d love to have something but
you’d have to not play if football was on” or “We can’t afford to pay you because we’re paying for
Sky.” That wrecked some of the entertainment in Soho bars, certainly wrecked my work there. But
I had a lot of good years there. Another thing I really like as a deejay is playing in a public place
where random people come in. As much as I like people who are regulars, they’re great, what
makes it fun is when a whole bunch of other people just happen to turn up and they don’t
necessarily get it. I do games and competitions; again it’s the cabaret theme, giving people rat’s
ears and noses that they tie on with bits of string when they’ve just come in for half an hour for a
quiet pint.
Where will the readers of the magazine be able to go along and see you?
I’ve now got three regulars each month which are all a bit different. The place that’s a bit like the
Pillars of Hercules where I’ll do a mix that is kind of rockabilly, R&B and ska is the Old Fountain in
Old Street. It’s a CAMRA pub of the year, good beer, nice old-school family owned pub and it’s
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easy to get to, right near Old Street tube. I do the first Sunday of the month there in the early
evening from about 7.30.
Another gig is on the first Thursday of the month for a different crowd, that’s over in west London
where I play at a little Mexican Taqueria on Westbourne Park Road. It’s one of Tom Conran’s
bars, The Cow is just around the corner from there which is quite a nice boozer. I’ll play a mixture
of a bit of Latin, a bit of Mexican, a bit of Tex-Mex, a bit of ska, a bit of highlife; it’s kind of got a
carnival feel to it.
The third venue which is new and just kicking off at the moment is the Barge House on Regents
Park Canal, Haggerston. It’s right on the canal and I’m doing the venue with a new thing I’ve built
called the flat-pack radio station. I’ve built a machine that packs away into a suitcase and opens
out to become a pirate radio station and it broadcasts through little 1940’s radios. It’s not loud and
it’s more of a bar/bistro type situation where people are eating, I’ve got my little radios about the
place and I basically do a radio program. I play the music live and the mix there is what I call
worldwide music. All three venues are up on the website and I occasionally do gigs all over the
shop such as for your good self as well as private gigs. I’m not proud.
You enjoyed the gig at the Dublin Castle did you?
I don’t really do gigs I don’t want to do any more and I enjoyed that very much. If you’ve got any
choice at all when you get a bit older (and I’m an old geezer) it is to do the stuff you really want to
do because it shows if you’re playing just because you’ve got to play. I don’t really do that any
more. I love it when it’s still open ended enough for something completely unpredictable to
happen. I love managing unpredictability.
What are the worst and best gigs you’ve ever played?
Apart from now you mean? I was booked by a Golf Course Association in North London, out
Hampstead way, and they were so incredibly racist they took offense that I was playing black
music although this was 20 or 30 years ago and hopefully things have changed. I did a Madness
event at the weekend and was playing ska from the early sixties but the Madness fan base have
moved on and they’re really in a seventies time. This girl comes over with all the right clothes on,
not exactly a Millwall football scene but not far short, and she says, “This music, are you the DJ?”
Now sometimes you have to do some smart footwork so I replied, “No, he’s coming later.”
“Why are you there ‘cos we don’t know this music.”
“I’m just the entertainer.”
“Oh” and she walked off so I thought now’s the time to run a game out and stop them thinking
about this music they’ve never heard of. “We’re going to play a game now and I have prizes of 18
fully loaded water pistols. Are you interested?” So that’s how you turn it around and stand back
and watch what happens.
I think the best gigs are when you take a chance and it works where you watch a crowd of people
enjoying themselves doing something they never thought they’d end up doing and I find that very
funny. I’ll give you a good example from just last Saturday at the Madness gig. By now I’ve won
them over and they’re playing crazy games and I wanted to end on a good note with them. I do
this game called Beginner’s Bondage. I have these little cardboard outfits that I’ve had made; they
press them out and tie them on. Little cardboard wrist cuffs and little masks and things to go round
their feet which are all tied on with string. It’s all a bit Essex I must say. Everybody’s watching with
a drink in their hand and you go up to them and say “Would you like to play Beginner’s Bondage?”
and they say “No thank you” but you’ll get a few who are up for it. You try and coax them on and
give them a good time; you’re not there to make fun of them. You’ll watch a chap who wasn’t really
going to do anything suddenly taking his shirt off, he’s got his mask on and he’s tied himself up
with his mate and you’ve got a woman who’s now dragging her husband around on the end of a
piece of string with 200 people cheering them. I put on a track like “Slave Girl” by the Lime
Spiders; suddenly the music is kicking in, they’re really going strong and I’m standing there
watching something that wasn’t going to happen two minutes ago. I have one prize, a little stuffed
leopard from the Pound Shop, and I’m asking everybody “Who’s won then?” and we end up with
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about six winners. So I rip the leopard apart saying “You can have this foot, you get the head” and
so on with people cheering and laughing. I never intended to do that but that’s a good gig. I would
probably never do it again but it worked well then.
I seem to remember a TV reality show. How did that come about?
I had this idea for a TV show - I thought it was a great idea to ask people from different musical
tribes (rockabilly, punk, ska etc.) what’s the best track? You think The Clash so we’re going to
pitch that against these guys who’ve got a Dolly Parton track so which is best? Everybody votes
on four sets of genres and one track becomes the best track of the week. The real point is that
everybody dresses up, talks about their type of music, why they follow it and why they dig this
particular track. That was going to be the show called “Sound Me
Out”. At the same time
ITV Shiver contacted me
and asked if I would be on
“May The Best House
Win”. They’d seen my
website and the room
where I work and thought it would be a laugh to put it
on the programme. I struck a deal, which they
honoured, for them to help me with my idea. So I was
in a reality show and I did come joint first. YES! They
honoured their promise and presented my programme
to MTV in a proper manner. MTV said they were very
sorry but it had come a bit too late as they no longer
do programmes about music! MTV only do reality
shows now.
Thank you very much Denys.
Thank you too.
Recording and photos © Denis Hoare
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The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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JAZZ JUNCTION
The Cookers at Ronnie Scott’s, 13 April 2015
Taking its name from the Freddie Hubbard album The Night Of The Cookers, a live recording that
is regarded by some as a glorious burn-up and others as an occasion that fell somewhat flat, The
Cookers is an all-star group that embraces hard bop and gives it a good polish, so that it sparkles
for new listeners as well as old.
Formed as a regular unit in 2007, the majority of the band’s
members has remained the same ever since. Trumpeter
David Weiss, founder of the group, is the de facto leader
and also one of the two younger musicians. The other, alto
saxophonist Jaleel Shaw [not in photo], replaced the New
Orleans-born Donald Harrison, who had appeared on the
band’s 2014 album Time And Time Again, and may be more
famous to some through the TV series Tremé, on which
contributed as consultant, musician and actor.
The remaining members were all raising the flag proudly for
septuagenarian musicians. Eddie Harris had studied
medicine and qualified as a doctor, before embarking on a
career as a jazz trumpeter, which included a period up to
the mid-1980s when he was a respected participant in the
fusion branch of jazz. Houston-born tenor saxophonist Billy
Harper followed the traditional path to New York in 1966 to
pursue a career in jazz, going on to perform with Art Blakey & The Jazz Messengers, the Max
Roach Quartet and Lee Morgan’s last group.
In the rhythm section, Billy Hart, a self-taught drummer, had started out in rhythm & blues bands,
and had been part of the house band at the Howard Theater (sic) in Washington, accompanying
Otis Redding, Joe Tex and Smokey Robinson among others. He also migrated to New York in the
1960s, and became a prolific recording artist as sideman on over four hundred albums. Bassist
Cecil McBee’s journey of travel to New York resulted in regular employment as a result of his
versatility in playing bop, modal and free jazz. Pianist George Cables played with a ‘who’s who’ of
jazz greats in New York, where he was born, before going in the opposite direction to the West
Coast and joining Art Pepper in 1979.
It took a couple of numbers for the band to really catch fire, after which it
was straight-ahead, no frills – just thrills, jazz all the way, played with a
spirit, intensity and energy that made one regret that they were limited to
only a one-night appearance at the club.
The tunes, apart from Freddie Hubbard’s The Core, were all composed by
band members, and included Billy Harper’s Capra Black and Croquet Ballet (both first recorded by
Lee Morgan), Cecil McBee’s Peacemaker and Slippin’ And Slidin’, as well as George Cables’
moving tribute to fellow pianist Mulgrew Miller, Farewell Mulgrew. The arrangements by Billy
Harper and David Weiss were expertly done, and all soloed exceptionally well. But it was Billy
Harper who went home with the gold medal for his never-ending inventive and impassioned
playing. It was indeed a night on which The Cookers lived up to their name.
David Carroll
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“W-E-L-L” – one important word in the rock and roll songwriters’
manual. Although my Concise English Dictionary gives many
meanings of the word, it does not explain what it represents when
kicking off a song. “O.K.” and “G-O-O-D” do not quite fit the bill and
“H-E-A-L-T-H-Y have you heard the news there’s Good Rockin
Tonight” certainly does not roll off the tongue. Anyway the whole
point of this is that Roy Brown’s “signature” certainly kick starts
many of his finest, in fact 18 out of 24 tracks on this CD, and
perhaps he invented the usage anyway, I mean “W-e-l-l… Good
Rockin’ Tonight” is the first rock and roll recording isn’t it ?
I guess some readers may not be aware of the name, although if a
frequenter of a local jive club they most certainly would have
twanged their braces to Roy’s classics, Boogie At Midnight, Miss Fanny Brown, Mighty Mighty
Man for sure and all feature on the CD. But then again, most Woodies would have been following
my heavily edited Roy Brown articles over the past few issues in the Baker’s Dozen column, lifted
from Nick Tosches article in the Creem magazine, December 1979. Anybody who wants a copy of
the full Creem feature just drop me a line. There again just go out and buy this superb 24 track
jumpin’ jivin’ CD and digest the notes by compiler Tony Rounce.
For the avid fans of Roy, this CD covers his De-Luxe years of the mainly late 1940s, so the
recordings are earthy and tight with roots still in the boogie woogie years. Every musician is a
craftsman and where Roy’s vocals are perhaps a little light, the support is down in the basement. I
do like the bluesy tracks though, especially “Sweet Peach” and “Hard Luck Blues,” but if you
support an instrument, whether sax, piano, guitar, double bass, this CD has the finest; go on treat
yourself.
Ken Major

Eddie Bo was one of those charismatic New Orleans R&B artists
who never failed to bring joy to anyone who witnessed him
performing. As a pianist he was up there with the likes of Allen
Toussaint and Professor Longhair and as a singer he was always
great fun. He was a mainstay at Jazzfest for many years and could
be found playing at any number of clubs in the Big Easy until
shortly before his death in 2009.
Yet despite his talent and his popularity around New Orleans and
elsewhere he never had a major hit, although Check Your Bucket
in 1970 gained an international following and even got a UK
release on the Action label.
Edwin Bocage made his recording debut on Johnny Vincent’s Ace label and also recorded in the
mid 59s for Apollo and Checker, eventually having more releases than any New Orleans artist
apart from Fats Domino, but the four year period with Joe Ruffino’s Ric label between 1959 and
1962 was perhaps his most productive.
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The Ace CD includes both sides of all nine Ric releases, plus four that went unreleased at the
time, and shows Eddie at his sparkling best. It includes Baby I’m Wise, a remake of his earlier
Apollo record I’m Wise, which became Slippin’ and Slidin’ in the hands of Little Richard.
Also included is dance craze song Check Mr Popeye, which was a big hit in New Orleans and was
picked up by Philadelphia’s Swan label. But this is just one of a whole range of excellent tracks on
this album, including the up tempo Dinky Doo, which was picked up by Capitol, the Jessie Hill
flavoured Every Dog Got Its Day and the smooth Warm Daddy.
Strings were added to It Must Be Love and What A Fool I’ve Been, with Harold Battiste arranging,
but the big breakthrough failed to come and some of Eddie’s best compositions were recorded by
other Ric and Ron artists, including Tommy Ridgley, Martha Carter and Johnny Adams. Despite
the quality of these recordings, both by Eddie and his label mates, they attracted little interest
outside New Orleans.
The closest he came to a big hit was his penultimate Ric release Check Mr Popeye, but that
stalled at number 101 on the Billboard chart. After a final release – Roamin-titis and the rerecorded Baby I’m Wise – Eddie left Ric and went on to record for numerous other labels, mostly
small ones, over the years. The Ric catalogue shows him at his best, however, and this collection
is a pleasure from beginning to end.
Nick Cobban

Available on both CD and lovely 7" vinyl, this four track recording
of original rockin' songs from Leeds based threesome Hailbails is a
rollicking release. Spirited, spunky and full of vim and vigour, it
should hit the spot with the rockabilly rebels out there.
For the record, the setup is Michael Rossiter on guitar and vocals,
David Broad on double bass and vocals, plus drummer Bruce
Renshaw. Titles are Down In A Hole/Rocket Ship/Wild Fire/You
Set Me On Fire.
This disc is well worth a spin, and you can check the lads out at
hailbails.co.uk
Lee Wilkinson

Letters to the Editor
Hi Ken and Keith, I hope you are both keeping well and thanks for all your emails
regarding the Woodies, it keeps me in touch. As you both know I'm living up in
Cannock, Staffordshire now and I can't make your meet ups sadly. A big thanks to you
Ken for sending me all those fun emails, keep 'em coming. Sadly I had to give up my
C'mon Show in November 2013 as I had a bout of bad health and it all became too
much aggro to run anymore. It has taken me 18 months to get better and I still kept
playing mostly at jam nights to keep my hand in. I am fully recovered at last from the
bad stroke I had in 2009 and I have had amazing help from HELP MUSICIANS UK who
got me through and supported me no end. They still pay for any treatment that I need
and still keep me financially stable. I can't praise them enough for all their help; they are
a magic organization which sadly not a lot of musicians are aware of. Please could you
put this on your info page so any musicians who find themselves in trouble can contact
them if they get ill or in are need of some free financial help. HELP MUSICIANS UK
have helped out and supported many of my friends so if you know anyone who is in
trouble please tell them to get in touch. Please spread the word as it is a life saver for all
musicians and a great back up plus you may save someone's life here.
Chris Black
https://www.helpmusicians.org.uk/
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1)
Rock’n’Roll stars reside in Las Vegas 4: Norman Kaye made several hit records as “Little
Norman” including Blue Jean Betty and Drag Strip Baby on Decca. Betty made No. 3 on Billboard.
When his management found out they insisted he gave up rockin’ and concentrated on “The Mary
Kaye Trio”. The Kayes moved to Las Vegas in 1948 and the IRS suggested they became
residents because they would not allow them to deduct travel expenses. Norman eventually
became a successful real estate broker. Source: Chuck N. Baker, Senior Press, March 1998.
2)
Martin Scorcese “The Blues” documentary 5: Another film producer for his series was
Charles Burnett whose “Warming By The Devil’s Fire” was set as a drama depicting a black social
context, and incorporated the blues. Set in the 1950s in a fictional setting, it follows a 12 year old
boy who is sent by his mother to an uncle in New Orleans to escape local sins, from the frying pan
into the fire. The lad is introduced to the blues and its attendant vices, with a back drop of the
sounds and the stories of such pioneers as W.C. Handy as the so called father of the blues.
Source: Richard Cromelin, Los Angeles Times, 28.9.2003.
3)
Roy Brown Good Rockin’ Tonight 5: Roy Brown’s mother died when he was 14. At 17 Roy
moved to L.A. and became a boxer. The sight of blood forced him to quit. At the Million Dollar
Theatre in L.A. in 1945 Roy won an amateur singing contest. He says he heard no blues until the
early ‘40s when he heard Billy Eckstine sing “Jelly Jelly” and Ella Johnson sing “When My Man
Comes Home”. Roy returned to La. and got a singing slot at Billy Riley’s Palace Park in
Shreveport. Roy recorded for De-Luxe for 3 years, and “Hard Luck Blues” hit the R&B charts in
1950. Source: Nick Tosches, Creem, Dec. 1979.
4)
According to the Recording Industry Association of America, record sales increased 80% in
the first 6 months of this year. Audiophile Systems who import Linn Hi-Fi turntables which cost
between $600 to $6000 said sales had increased as much as 20% this summer. There are now
122 models of turntables manufactured by 41 companies. Expect to pay $200 for a good turntable
and $30,000 for a Rockport Technologies Sirius Limited Edition model. Audio Research and Dual
offer models 1019 and 1219 for much less. Source: Las Vegas Sun, 13.9.1994
5)
Notable Deaths Of 2014: James Garner, Mickey Rooney, Shirley Temple, Mickey Rooney,
Efram Zimbalist Jnr., Herb Jeffries (first film black cowboy), Eli Wallach, Elaine Stritch, Robin
Williams, Joan Rivers, Lauren Bacall, Richard Attenborough, Phil Everly, Pete Seeger, Jimmy
Scott, Horace Silver, Gerry Goffin, Bobby Womack, Johnny Winter, Jack Bruce, David Greenglass
(spy with his sister Ethel Rosenburg), Bunny Yaeger (‘50s pin-up photogtapher), Phil Stern
(WW11 photographer), Geraldine Mock (first female pilot to fly solo around the world). Source:
L.A. Times, 28.12.2014
6)
The empty Tennessee State Penitentiary located on the banks of the Cumberland River
was recently used in “The Last Castle” starring Robert Redford. The shuttered Ohio State
Reformatory was also considered. Other films shot there include “Marie” in 1984, Disney’s 1989
“Ernest Goes To Jail,” HBO’s 1994 “Against The Wall” “Last Dance” with Sharon Stone, Tom
Hanks in the 1999 “The Green Mile.” TV biographies include Travis Tritt’s “Best Of Intentions” and
a TV Guide shoot of Tim McGraw. Among the prison’s inmates include James Earl Ray, the
confessed killer of Martin Luther King. Source: Martin W. Aldrich, Las Vegas Sun, 24.10.2001
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7)
Aretha Franklin’s father was the late Rev. C.L. Franklin, pastor of the New Bethel Baptist
Church in Detroit where Aretha still lives. He was shot during a home invasion in 1979 and
lingered in a coma for 5 years. Aretha began singing in his church aged 8 and says she had a 4.5
octaves voice as a kid. The Franklins held gospel services across the country. This month Detroit
issues an honorary postage stamp commemorating Aretha, which is an extension of the series of
United States postal stamps that honoured African Americans. Previous honorees include Dr. King
and Jackie Robinson. Source: Howard Reich, Las Vegas Review-Journal 10.5.1991
8)
A group of 1960s recording artists, including members of the Drifters and the Shirelles, are
suing their former record companies claiming they were cheated out of $750m in pension and
health benefits. The benefits were cut because dozens of record companies consistently
underreported the performers’ earnings to the artists union, the lawsuit claims. The lawsuit filed in
U.S. District Court in Atlanta, alleges breach of contract and pension fraud, and seeks class action
status. Source: Las Vegas Sun, 28.10.1993.
9)
Canadian country-folk singer Stompin’ Tom Connors died of natural causes on Wednesday
at his home in Halton Hills, Ontario, aged 77. He was known for his big black cowboy hat and got
his nickname from the way he kept time with his left foot. In 1978 he retired for more than a
decade in protest of what he saw as the Americanisation of Canada’s music industry. A gripe was
Canadian songwriters who wrote about places like Alabama and Tennessee. With ¾ of Canada’s
population living within 100 miles of the U.S. border, many Canadians strive to preserve a cultural
identity. Source: Douglas Martin, The New York Times 9.3.2013.
10)
Jack Hammer, the man who wrote “Great Balls Of Fire” is currently living in the UK, he has
a single “Juliet” out with an album “Brave New World” due. His first song, written aged 12, was
“Plain Gold Ring”. He sent it to publishers who were not interested. Then in the paratroops he
heard his song on the jukeboxes, and went to Bethlehem records saying it sounded like his song.
The reply was “It is not yours it was written by Earl Burrows”. Earl aka Jack, received a royalty
cheque for $14000. Great Balls Of Fire earned him $70,000 in the last 9 years. Jack was a top
class athlete, wrote a novel and two poetry books. Source: B.D., Melody Maker 8.11.1969.
11)
A story from Bill Medley’s book “The Time Of My Life” relates to when Frank Sinatra OK’d
the Righteous Brothers a lounge deal at the Sands Hotel in Las Vegas, where Sinatra would often
bring his Hollywood friends to the shows. Bill Medley and Sinatra’s conductor Quincy Jones hit it
off, and one night Jones flew in a girl who was staying with Sinatra. She let it be known she was
interested in Medley, and Medley said he had sex with the woman in Sinatra’s suite while he was
on stage between the 10pm and 2am shows. When asked if he was proud of that, he replied” I’m
just proud I am still alive”. Source: Las Vegas Review-Journal 1.6.2014.
12)
Etta James: L.A.’s Soul Queen 1. In New Orleans people still speak about the night Etta
sang on the Miss. riverboat S.S. President. Having been out of the circuit for a long time no one
knew what to expect. Opening with a breakneck speed “Tell Mama” that had half the audience
knocked against the walls and the other half standing on their chairs. The first words of “Blind Girl”
stopped the boat, not a sound and you could almost hear the sound of teardrops hitting the floor.
Then a 15 minutes power punched rendition of “Miss You”. Bobby Bland set to follow, might as
well have wrapped it up and taken it home. Source: Bill Bentley, L.A. Weekly, 17.4.1980.
13)
The first black singer to make the Life cover was Billy Eckstine. A Las Vegas resident,
Eckstine had Dizzy Gillespie and Miles Davis in his band, plus after WW11 a young Sarah Vaughn
as his lead vocalist. Eckstine suffered a stroke last year and one of his last performances was with
his daughter Gina at the Aladdin a few years ago. “I Apologise” was written for Anita O’Day who
disappeared before the record was released, and the arrangement was re-written for Eckstine and
became a great hit. Others included “Prisoner Of Love” and “Passing Strangers”. Eckstine died
this morning in Pittsburgh aged 78. Source: Ed Koch, Las Vegas Sun, 8.3.1993.

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Copies of the April issue of American Music Magazine (issue #138) arrived in the UK just
after Easter. Following-on from the excellent previous issue which featured RAM Records
from Shreveport, this time the main feature homes in on Claude King - 'The Cajun Cowboy'.
The article is researched and written by Dominique Anglares and Ken Major. As always, the
feature is lavishly illustrated with artist photos, a full discography, and countless label
shots. The magazine also includes, inter-alia, a feature on songwriter Ned Fairhead who
penned 'Twenty Flight Rock' for Eddie Cochran, and a new angle on Ricky Nelson. Gig
reviews include last October's Hemsby and November's Rhythm Riot! The main features
are all in English. Woodies in the UK or Eire wanting a copy should contact Dickie Tapp:
dickietapp@googlemail.com. (the cost of a single issue inc. p & p = £9) - otherwise contact
AMM direct: photo@americanmusicmagazine.com. Dickie will have copies at this month's
Tales From The Woods British Rock'n'Roll Heritage Event so copies free of p&p will be
available there for those attending - you can pre-order with Dickie to be sure of getting a
copy there.
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On May 15th, 1976, over 39 years ago, about 5,000 Teddyboys, Teddygirls and Rock’n’Roll fans
assembled at Speakers' Corner in Hyde Park to march down Oxford Street, past BBC
Broadcasting House in Portland Place, via Kingsway to Lincoln's Inn Fields. In the procession was
a flat-bed truck with the band Flyin' Saucers belting out Rock’n’Roll. The group at that time
included Jacko on tenor sax, and on drums and double-bass two guys who later joined Cliff
Edmonds' Avengers. The aim of the march was to demand more Rock’n’Roll on the BBC, a tall
order since they had rarely played it on the radio even in the 1950s. The march did eventually
have an effect.
Tony Papard
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For info, email: hemsby@freeuk.com
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In the middle of an unsettling period for me, when my mother has been in and out of three
hospitals and then discharged to a nursing home as an interim arrangement before a permanent
domicile is finalized, it was a welcome break for me to go to Hemsby for the Rock’n’Roll
Weekender, and the following week, down to Eastbourne for the British Music Hall Society's 'A
Day By The Sea'.
It was my first Hemsby for many years. I had to cancel the last one I planned to go to when Sonny
Burgess and Ray Campi topped the bill because my mother was not well, but I'm happy to say
they are appearing at the Wildest Cats In Town in July. This May's Hemsby had Mack Stevens, Bill
Haley Jr, Sleepy La Beef, Rudy Grayzell and Kid Kyle headlining from the USA. A great
disappointment was that Al 'Lil Fats' Jackson cancelled, which was an act many had hoped to see.
His replacement, the John Lewis Trio from Wales, performed well (with Mac's son Stuart on piano.
Many Woodies will remember him from when his dad was manager of the Kings Hotel in Newport
where Dave Webb's Jerry Lee Lewis Conventions were held. Mac was a great Lewis fan himself.)
However a home-grown group was, for many, small compensation for missing out on witnessing
what is apparently the closest thing to Fats Domino other than the great man himself, now in
retirement.
I thoroughly enjoyed this Hemsby. Mack Stevens was the first act I saw,
who is apparently liable to do anything on stage, such as performing with
live snakes. Happily he did not do that this time. A remark that he visually
resembled The Big Bopper by one fan was not reflected in his
performance, but it was entertaining enough. Bill Haley Jr performed many
of his father's songs, backed by the Hemsby Houseband all kitted out in
Comets-style check jackets, while Bill Jr sported a red jacket. Of the Haley
family, I'd previously only seen his daughter Gina perform at the Vauxhall
camp in Great Yarmouth a few years ago. Both Bill Jr and Gina have
learnt their father's songs well.

Sleepy and Mack Stevens © Paul Harris

Bill Jr © Paul Harris

The man I'd really come to see, Sleepy La Beef, was
unrecognizable at the Press Conference in the hotel as he
had lost a lot of weight since I last saw him about two years
ago at Pakefield. Not until he put on his big Stetson, picked
up his guitar and started singing could you really recognize
the Human Jukebox, and he did not disappoint. Running
over his allotted time as always, Sleepy ran through a host of
rockabilly, Rock’n’Roll and Country material, some in
medleys, playing his guitar with perfection. I particularly
appreciated his rendition of Ernest Tubb's 'Waltz Across
Texas' and other Country numbers, but also of course his
rockabilly numbers.

Backing him was the Houseband, with Dave Brown (once styled the Rev. Brown) on keyboards.
Dave's son, named Lewis I believe aged 12, I caught singing and playing piano on 'What'd I Say'
in one of the camp's rooms watched by a tiny audience. This Lewis has a great future on the
Weekenders circuit I feel. Thanks to Gordon Fleming for
alerting me to this impromptu performance which I would have
otherwise missed.
Rudy 'Tutti Frutti' Grayzell was the opening American act on
the Sunday. I cannot say much about his performance, except
he of course did his more well-known numbers in his slot,
including 'Don't Mess With My Ducktail', 'Let's Get Wild' and
'Judy', which apparently Judy, his girlfriend at the time, did not
appreciate.
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Rudy Grayzell © Paul Harris

For me the surprise of the weekend was Kid Kyle, a
very confident 20-year old from New Jersey, who,
backed by the British Doo-Wop group The Roomates,
put on an excellent performance including Frankie
Lymon's 'Why Do Fools Fall In Love?' and 'I'm Not A
Juvenile Delinquent' (refreshing that it was not
necessary this time to change the title to 'I'm Not A
Senile Delinquent'!) He
included many other DooWop numbers and the old
standard 'Goody Goody'
Kid Kyle © Paul Harris
done Doo-Wop style.
The next weekend I travelled down to Eastbourne on the Friday and
Tony with Lee W
stayed with my friend Maureen, who was born and bred in Battersea
where I live but moved out of the area down to the coast just three years ago. After a pleasant
evening 'drinking champagne and feeling no pain' Maureen took me into town next morning for the
BMHS's event, and as we were walking down Seaside Road towards the Royal Hippodrome
Theatre we met up with Gordon Fleming, Ken Major and company, so I bade farewell to Maureen
and joined them. The Royal Hippodrome is not much to look at from the exterior, but inside it is a
very fitting place for music hall, not having changed much in the intervening years. Marie Lloyd
herself once appeared here, as did the illusionist Houdini and many others.
Bill Haynes welcomed us, Sam Hardie was in our block of Woody seats and it was nice to briefly
meet up with John Hills again, once in the Woodies Houseband in the line-up which performed at
my Retirement Party back in 2007. I thoroughly enjoyed the all-day event, though for me the two
interview sessions with older performers and the widows of Roy Castle and Malcolm Vaughan
reminiscing did break up the music hall performances. However it was great to see a clip of Roy
Castle, and later in the day a clip of Sandy Powell was shown with his hilarious cod ventriloquist
act where his lips move and the dummy's head comes off. Sandy a few weeks ago had a plaque
erected on the house where he once lived in Eastbourne.
Roy Hudd, the BMHS's President, opened the proceedings, and later brought Max Miller's act
back to life dressed appropriately in a multi-colored outfit. Freddie 'Parrot Face' Davies entertained
us in the morning, and so did Mickie Driver and Annie Riley performing Music Hall Favorites.
We then broke for lunch, and I accompanied my fellow Woodies to a Pie and Mash shop down the
road, then back to the theater where Geoff Bowden talked about Sandy Powell and showed the
hilarious clip, and Roy Hudd brought Max Miller back to life. Later that afternoon we were
entertained by Jimmy McWilliams, The Plummers (Xylophonists), Mickie and Annie Driver again,
and Brian Burdon with a great comedy act which had me in stitches.
I managed to have 20 minutes or so down the front looking at the sea and pier (recovering from a
recent fire) in the warm sunshine, bought an ice-cream and headed back to the Hippodrome for
Elisabeth Mansfield's Olivier-nominated one-woman show of the Music Hall artist Marie Lloyd.
Performed in two acts, it included many of Marie's songs and told her life-story including her three
husbands Percy, Alec Hurley and jockey Bernard Dillon. It was very enjoyable, and I love those
old songs like 'The Boy I Love Is Up In The Gallery', 'Don't Dilly-Dally' and 'One Of The Ruins That
Cromwell Knocked About A Bit'. This last song refers to someone the worse for alcohol after
imbibing at the Cromwell Arms, and makes me recall what my life-partner, George, told a courier
on one of our trips to either Greece or Italy when she invited us to join an impromptu tour to visit
some ancient ruins. He replied he'd lived with an ancient ruin (me!) for many years and didn't need
to see any more! Charm may not have been his forte, but wit certainly was.
A very enjoyable day and Bill Haynes presented us all with a CD 'Keep The Home Fires Burning'
of songs from the First World War era performed by Annie Riley and others. So an enjoyable two
weekends for me and welcome breaks from the stress of my mother's upheavals.
Tony Papard
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Bill Haynes sent over a couple of pics to add to Tony’s account of his Eastbourne trip.

Woodies enjoying themselves
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

BILLY BUTLER
William E Butler was born 7th June 1945 in Chicago, Illinois, the
younger brother of Jerry Butler. He was an accomplished singer,
songwriter, producer, and guitarist. From an early age Butler was
inspired by the guitar playing of fellow Chicago musician, Curtis
Mayfield, whom he befriended.
While still at Chicago's Wells High School he formed the group the
Enchanters, who found work around the Chicago club scene. The
group were introduced to Okeh Records by Butler's elder brother
Jerry and Curtis Mayfield. The group’s debut single in 1963, on
Okeh, produced by Curtis Mayfield, was 'Lady Love'/'Found True Love', which sold well locally.
His group was now renamed the Chanters and several quality subsequent forty fives, notably the
brilliant 'Can't Live Without Her', all fell by the wayside. It wasn't a long wait though before he saw
chart action, as in 1965 they reached the R&B top ten, with the Mayfield composition 'I Can't Work
No Longer', which was also a sizeable pop hit.
In 1966 the group’s Okeh contract ended, bowing out with the classic 'Right Track' which, apart
from being their last R&B chart entry for a few years, was mega on the London soul scene. This
was quickly picked up by the Northern clubs, going on to become one of the most requested and
played ever on that scene. In 1966 he linked up with Brunswick records for a handful of singles,
one of which, 'Come Over To My Side', was a favourite on the Northern Soul scene.
A lean spell followed, so in 1969 Butler formed the group Infinity. This new set up found 'Get On
The Case', released on brother Jerry's Fountain label, climbing the R&B charts, stalling at 41. A
further two Infinity R&B chart appearances were in 1971 with 'I Don't Want To Lose You' on the
Memphis label, and on the Pride imprint in 1973, 'Hung Up On You'. In 1977 he recorded for
Mayfield's Curtom label, resulting in one album, SUGAR CANDY LADY, which flopped.
Further releases made little impact, so he stepped aside from recording, joining brother Jerry at
the Butler Writers Workshop in Chicago, focusing on song writing and producing other artists.
Billy was an accomplished composer; Major Lance, Gene Chandler ('Bless Our Love') the Artistics
and Otis Leavill were some artists who recorded his songs. His composition, 'I Stand Accused',
recorded by Jerry Butler in 1964, has since become a soul standard.
He also took on a role, for nearly three decades, as musical director of the, ICE MAN BAND, Jerry
Butler’s touring road band. He died 31st March 2015.
BEN E KING
Benjamin Earl Nelson, singer, songwriter, was born on the 23rd September
1938 in Henderson, North Carolina. In 1947, when he was nine, his family
moved to New York. King's first public singing appearance was at his father’s
New Jersey restaurant. Whilst still at high school he was discovered by a
member of the Five Crowns, so in 1957 he joined the doo-wop group, which
became, in 1959, the new Drifters. King co-wrote and sang lead on their 1959
smash hit, 'There Goes My Baby', introducing King's vocal talents to the world.
'This Magic Moment', 'Save The Last Dance For Me' etc quickly followed.
Atlantic records saw King as a solo performer, so in May 1960 he launched his
solo career, remaining with Atlantic records on its Atco imprint. His first Atco forty five, 'Spanish
Harlem', scored his first solo hit on both R&B and Pop charts. Further hits followed, providing King
and Atlantic with plenty of chart action, including the follow up, the classic 'Stand By Me', the
superb 'Don't Play That Song', and one of Soulboy's favourites, 'What Is Soul'.
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In 1968 he joined forces with other top Atlantic soul stars Solomon Burke, Arthur Conley, Don
Covay, and Joe Tex to form The Soul Clan. This liaison ended after one chart single 'Soul
Meeting'. After the recent death of Don Covay, King was the last surviving member, now there are
none.
His career was in decline so he left Atlantic in 1969, yet still
Saville Theatre
failed to find success through subsequent labels, Maxwell and
16 April 1967
Maddala. In 1975 he again signed for Atlantic, once again
returning to the top 10 with the atmospheric 'Supernatural
Thing'.
In 1977 he cut a moderately successful album, BENNY AND
US, with the Average White Band. It did contain a brilliant
version of Prince Phillip Mitchell's composition, 'Star In The
Ghetto', which was a sizeable R&B hit.
In 1982 the wheel turned full circle when he was asked to re-join the Drifters, as lead singer, for a
UK tour, following the departure of long serving member Johnny Moore. This reunion was short
lived.
During his life time he amassed an amazing song book. He continued to tour relentlessly, until
shortly before his death. He died 30th April 2015.
PERCY SLEDGE
Percy Sledge gave the world one of the most searing passionate
soulful experiences with 'When A Man Loves A Woman'.
Percy Tyrone Sledge was born, 25th November 1941 in
Leighton, Alabama. While growing up he would sing in his
Baptist church every Sunday. His early life saw him work in the
cotton fields around his hometown in Alabama, before becoming
a Colbert County hospital nurse and orderly. He later moved to
better paid employment in a chemical factory. He was always
singing to his workmates, as they went about their daily grind. It
was here, at the factory, he received an offer from an old acquaintance, to sing with the Esquires
Combo, which played mainly colleges.
Recommended to Quinn Ivy, owner of the Norala
Percy Sledge © Paul Harris
Sound Studios, Sledge arrived with a rudimentary draft
of 'When A Man Loves A Woman'. Released in 1966
on Atlantic records, it was a colossal international hit,
setting the tone for Sledge's musical path, a series of
intense emotional, poignant ballads, poised between
country, gospel and soul. None achieved similar
commercial success as his debut. 'Warm And Tender
Love', 'It Tears Me Up', the superb 'Out Of Left Field'
and 'Take Time To Know Her', are as good as any
other Southern Soul outings.
Having left Atlantic Records, he re-emerged on Capricorn in 1974, with the splendid 'I'll Be Your
Everything'. In 1994 Sledge resurfaced with his first all new set for some time, the excellent BLUE
NIGHT, on Sky Ranch. A decent set of slow burning soul ballads,which featured Bobby Womack
on guitar on a couple of the tracks. His final new recording, in 2004, was the album, SHINING
THROUGH THE RAIN.
In 2005 he was inducted into the Rock’n’Roll hall of fame. Although his chart appearances were
over, his popularity remained with a successful career constantly touring the world. He died 14th
April 2015.
Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
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NORTHERN SOUL DVD (Universal)
Northern Soul (the movie) was on general release late
2014, at selected Cinemas. By the time I had got out of
bed it has disappeared. The DVD followed soon after.
Set in a smoke blackened, decaying Lancashire working
town in the mid-seventies, it tells the story of a teenage
lad, John, who's dawdling through his humdrum life with
no incentives to achieve anything.
John, reluctantly, joins a local youth club. The youth club
music policy was that of hits of the day. Another young
lad, Matt, gets a one off chance to play his favourite
Northern soul record. Matt impresses John, and from that
moment, John wants to know more about Northern Soul.
A bond is formed between the two boys, and John is soon
a Northern Soul devotee, and Matt's protégée, following
him in all matters of music, dress and attitude, discovering
and entering the Northern Soul scene.
Their shared love of this energising, bond breaking music,
carries them on a journey though the usual trials of
seventies teenage life; the mindless repetitive and poorly
paid jobs, the lack of privacy at home, and recognition as
individuals. Until lifted by a confidence that comes largely
from the positive effects of the chords and high soaring voices on the hallowed seven inch
records, they decide jointly to pursue deejaying seriously.
The two young lads dream about going to America, to discover and rescue old obscure American
soul belters from oblivion, along with becoming the best DJs on the scene. Even though they got
their passports and started saving, in reality it was simply a distant pipe dream.
They hunt out obscure sounds that fitted the blueprint in smoke filled record shops, and join the
weekend cycle of crisscrossing hundreds of miles across Britain to dance their arse off at places,
such as Wigan, Blackpool and Cleethorpes. A scene now dominated by superstar DJs who drew
massive followings by the rarity of the records they played.
The lads joint DJing rubs up against a more experienced DJ who offers them a DJ spot on his next
big club night, and it's here that their relationship reaches breaking point. With Matt's deliberate
alienating of the punters, they go their separate ways.
The relationship between the two lads goes through inevitable changes, from initial beginners to
fellow DJs, equals, rivals and back to pals, and along the way brings them into some of the darker
elements of the scene. Lots of punch ups, police car chases, drugs, overdoses, before the neat
ending, which is heart-warming.
The film is a marvellous segment of nostalgia. Its strength lies in its genuine affectionate tribute to
a time and place, and a kind of enlightenment on belonging to a secrete brotherhood, reliving the
packed dance floors of decaying Edwardian and Art Deco halls, where the dancers display gravity
defying moves. The sweat on their faces is convincing and heartfelt. It brilliantly conjures up a
night at the Wigan Casino, its enormous ballroom shimmering in a haze of sweat, dance floor
action as hordes of clubbers pirouette, hand clap, back-flip and karate-kick till dawn, fuelled by
substances.
The soundtrack is, as expected, platters that have been popular on that scene over the years. In
fact Lou Pride's, 'I'm Cum'um Home In The Morn'un' gets two spins, so that can't be at all bad.
It’s a scene I could have easily slipped into. But I was a simply Southern Soulboy doing my thing in
the London clubs.
Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
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SOUL/R&B SINGLES released in the UK by label. 1970. Part 14. Catalogue numbers in brackets.
Unless stated all comments relate to the A side.
ROULETTE
Roulette is an American label founded in 1956. They launched
the imprint in the UK between 1966 - 1972. Before and after
Roulette records were issued on a variety of labels.
Freddie Scott - Sugar On Sunday/Johnny's Hill (509) (Elephant V)
Scott's vocals are as always up to his usual soulful high standard
on this mid-paced ballad. Material is far from being outstanding
though.
Now on the B side we find one of the deepest soul records ever
about the Vietnam war.
A very grievous song about a dead soldier from Vietnam and his
burial. Scott really excels on slow moody ballads, as is the case
here, as his strong blues tinged voice pours out a tale of death, medals, unnecessary pain and
suffering. Combined with mournful horns, piano, over the laid back rhythm, it makes this a real
spine chilling experience. The sad story line is about America’s Vietnam war dead being brought
home to rest in peace on, 'Johnny's Hill'. A really depressing awesome tear-jerker, that tells it like it
is. A very moving soulful outing.
Chantels - Maybe/He's Gone (514) (Roulette)
Two Ritchie 'Some Other Guy' Barrett songs that date back to 1957 by this group of young New
York ladies, who had long split up before this re-release. On its original release this was a top two
R&B, and top twenty pop hit. Top voice is the floating falsetto from Arlene Smith, who was sweet
15 when she cut these sides. Plodding beat, with the other three girls merely wailing along. Very
dated at the time, just how I like ‘em. A real gem.
The Three Degrees were enjoying their first chart success with a cover of 'Maybe', also on
Roulette, during this year, hence the reason for this re-issue.
Geraldine Hunt - Never, Never Leave Me/Push, Sweep (515) (Roulette)
Ms Hunt had been floating about since her recording debut in 1962, 'Never Never' etc, finally
making an impact in 1980 with the disco hit 'Can't Fake The Feeling'. It's good, but adds nothing to
the Mary Wells original from a few years earlier.
STATESIDE
Stateside records were founded in June 1962 by EMI. The label was
launched in direct competition with Decca's London American
imprint. Stateside dealt exclusively with imported American material,
which they kept up throughout its existence.
The wealth of Soul/R&B material the label released in its lifetime,
between 1962 to 2014 was staggering.
They were at the peak of their involvement with soul during July
1964 to late 1966, where well over a hundred soul oriented singles
were issued, and still remain some of the greatest 45s ever released
in the UK from any label. US Soul and R&B fans were kept more
than happy with an endless supply of brilliant releases. Anyway in
the seventies the label seemed to have basically pushed soul aside.
Ray Charles - Till I Can't Take It Anymore/Good Morning Dear (2178) (ABC)
The song is really a beautiful ballad that had already been recorded by several artists. Ray's cover
almost equals Ben E King's version from a couple of years earlier. Charles’ vocals blend in neatly
with the sweetish string laden arrangement.
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Roy Head - Mama Mama/I'm Not A Fool Anymore (8050) (Dunhill)
After his only hit, 'Treat Her Right', in 1965, it wasn't for the want of him trying to get back on the
charts, with numerous release and labels. He never did. But this was his most worthwhile
recording since the hit, his first and only release on Dunhill. Very up-tempo with some nice bass
and brass runs. Has hints of 'Ride Your Pony' in some places. A real R&B goody.
Eddie Holman - (Hey There) Lonely Girl/It's All In The Game (2160) (ABC)
Falsetto voiced Holman had a few minor R&B hits before he gave his 'Lonely Girl' to the world. It
proved to be a real winner for him. Originally recorded by Ruby & the Romantics, in 1963, as 'Hey
There Lonely Boy'.
Eddie Holman - Since I Don't Have You/Don't Stop Now (2170) (ABC)
After his smash hit, he again returned to the past with the the Skyliners’ 1959 hit. Once again his
falsetto voice dominates proceedings on this renowned standard. On the B side we find a pretty
ballad that gives Holman ample opportunity to practice his falsetto vocals. This side was the US
hit.
Thelma Houston - Save The Country/I Just Can't Stay Away (8036) (Dunhill)
The punchy brassy arrangement is good, but somehow it doesn't gel together properly. Far from
her best adventure to wax.
Thelma Houston - I Just Wanna Be Me/Crying In The Sunshine (8044) (Dunhill)
Thelma performs perfectly, and the song is pleasant, but that's about all really.
The Isley Brothers - Was It Good To You/I Got To Get Myself Together (2162) (T Neck)
The Isleys were on a roll, but somehow this heavy beat item, along the lines of 'It’s Your Thing'
and 'I Turn You On', got lost. Flip is far superior, being a tuneful ballad that has all the hall marks
of the trio’s class vocals etc.
B B King - The Thrill Is Gone/You're Mean (2161) (BluesWay/ABC)
This was a massive hit in the States and went on to become a classic. It's a slow bluesy ditty with
a beautiful relaxed atmosphere to it. A fair chunk of BB's superb guitar in three breaks. The song is
melodic. The strings add depth to whole thing, very sombre, that it all sounds so sad. Perfection.
The exciting and more funky flip is almost good enough to be a top side.
B B King - So Excited/Confessin' The Blues (2169) (BluesWay/ABC)
After 'The Thrill Is Gone' anything would have been an anti-climax and this is just that. B B's back
to a hard strutting blues. His vocals and guitar just save the day.
B B King - Hummingbird/Ask Me No Questions (2176) (ABC)
Along the same lines as 'The Thrill Has Gone', but he is unable to capture the magic of that
recording. The strings are there, as is the Blues Boy's guitar, but he sounds really zonked out, just
about managing to drawl out the song. B side is more in the old and accepted BB style, and is a
strutting blues opus.
B B KING A monumental loss. He will always be king of the blues. Gone but never
forgotten. RIP BB.
The Tams - Be Young, Be Foolish, Be Happy/That Same Old Song (2123) (ABC)
The Tams in my opinion are one of the greatest Soul Groups ever, and they are still out there
doing their thing. BYBFBH is a tremendous slab of SOUL that has been part of my life sound track
since first hearing it. It's an easy going item with ear catching hoarse lead vocals from Joseph
Pope, along with gospel tinged harmonies from the remaining Tams.
Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
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What's been on Soulboy's deck recently?
A rummage through the soul boxes. It gets deeper as we go along.
Memphis Soul Band - Testify (I Wanna) - (Minit 1970) (J Taylor org)
James Lewis Field - How Long Shall I Wait (Top Pop 1973)
Baby Huey - Hard Times (Curtom 1971)
Hard Times (C Mayfield)
Cold, cold eyes on me they stare
People all around me and they're all in fear
They don't seem to want me but they won’t admit
Thinkin' black on black
Strange creature out here havin' fits
From my body house I'm afraid to come outside
Although I'm filled with love
I'm afraid they'll hurt my pride
So I play the part I feel they want of me
And I'll pull the shades so I won't see them seein' me
Havin' hard times in this crazy town
Havin' hard times, there's no love to be found
From my body house I see like me another
Familiar face of creed and race a brother
But to my surprise I found another man corrupt
Although he be my brother he wants to hold me up

Calvin Arnold - (I'm your) Friendly Neighbourhood Freak (X Chains 1975)
The Players - He'll Be Back (Minit 1967)
Notations - Make Me Twice The Man (Gemigo 1976)
Living Colour - Thank The Lord For Love (Madhatter 1971)
Donal Austin - The Thrill Of Yesterday (Alon 1962)
Bettye Wright - Paralyzed (Deep City 1967)
Manhattans - Kiss And Say Goodbye (Columbia 1976)
Al Green - Blow Me Down (Hi 1978)
Tony Fountaine - Come Back To Me (1988) (Stairsteps org)
Freddie North - Did I Come Back Too Soon (Or Stay Away Too Long (Mankind 1972)
Billy Butler - Tomorrow Is Another Day (Okeh 1964)
William Bell - Never Like This Before (Stax 1966)
Tammi Terrell - What A Good Man He Is (UMG 1969)
Sly Johnson - Stuck In Chicago (Hi 1974)
Lee Roye - Tears (Nothing But Tears) (US Decca 1968)
Tommy Neal - Going To A Happening (Palmer 1967)
Eddie Parker - Crying Clown (Triple 'B' 1970)
J J Barnes - Got To Get Rid Of You (Volt 1969)
Remember you're in
Bobby Harris - Mr Success (Shout 1973)
safe soul hands with....
Melvin Carter - Love Is A Sacrifice (Cat 1973)
James Moore - Powerful Love (Seagull 1975)
Luther Ingram - Since You Don't Want Me (KoKo 1971)
David Hudson - Must I Kill Her (Alston 1978)
Keep on keeping on
Don Hollinger - I Had A Nightmare (Jato 1966)
Tony Foxx - Because (Mayfield 1967)
Betty Swan -I Ain’t That Easy To Lose (Atlantic 1973) (A Franklin org)
Elvis & the Road Runners - May God Bless Our Love pt 1 (Atlantic 1966)
Ken Boothe - Artibella (New Town Sound 1970)
Lloyd Price - Mr & Mrs Untrue (Scepter 1971) (C Staton org)
We finish on something completely different, a brilliant country version of the above...
Price Mitchell & Jerri Kelly - Mr & Mrs Untrue (GRT 1975)

SOULBOY
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Silver Tabbies Publishing proudly announce the launch of Robb Huxley's book

by Robb Huxley
342 pages £3.99 ebook
Robb Huxley - ex Robb Gayle & The Whirlwinds, ex The Saxons, ex The
Tornados - has spent years writing his memoirs and now we bring them
together in one illustrated book which covers his life leading up to the breakup
of The Tornados and a new start in Israel.
Recording with Joe Meek, backing Billy Fury, encounters with The Kray Twins, summer seasons
on a variety bill with Marty Wilde and Adam Faith and bleak journeys to remote venues. All the
highs and lows of a recording and touring band are vividly detailed.
Robb was a member of three groups, all managed by legendary producer Joe Meek. This is a
fascinating insight into the world of sixties music. Robb shares memories of Joe Meek - his
recording techniques and much more. Major label recordings were issued by The Saxons and The
Tornados but hidden gems lie in the legendary Meek Tea-chest Tapes.
Stories of sharing the bill with other groups and established old school variety artistes at summer
season shows are numerous and insightful. Illustrated by many photos this is a roller-coaster read
hurtling through the heady days of sixties groups and jam packed with reminiscences.
The title of the book is from Do You Come Here Often? the single by The Tornados which was
acclaimed to be the first openly gay pop record release by a UK major record label. Lavishly
illustrated with photos from all stages of Robb's life, set lists, newspaper clippings, old billing
posters theatre programmes and label shots.
Here's a little taster, from the eccentric Joe Meek's 'tap on the wall' request to a detailed recording
excerpt:
...Joe wished us all good luck as we left, asking us to try to contact him by telepathy from
Scunthorpe when we arrived by tapping on the dressing room wall sometime during the evening
and he would let us know if he received the vibrations in the flat. He said he would expect to hear a
tapping on the wall...
...“Song of the Sun God” turned out to be an interesting project. It was a composition that evolved
out of our association with Joe. By that I mean that Joe’s influence upon us was mainly in an
instrumental vein, which was probably due to his desire to create another “Telstar” and our desire to
be a vocal group like the Beatles. So Pete Holder and I came up with “Sun God” which was tied in
with this new Saxon image. At the session after we had played the number to Joe he got quite
excited and suggested that Pete play an organ guitar that he was developing together with the
Watkins electronic people. So after we had finished the basic backing track Joe brought out this
weird little guitar that looked like it could have been home-made and plugged it into Pete’s amp.
Immediately all kinds of crackling and sizzling sounds emanated from the instrument and one could
almost expect to see sparks flying and smoke pouring out. Joe did not seem to be bothered by this
at all and proceeded to fiddle about with some wires and controls on the guitar...

The book is currently on sale at Amazon outlets worldwide as a Kindle book; you do not have to
have a Kindle as you can download to read on a computer, tablet or smartphone. We are
considering plans to later publish as a paperback also.
The book is edited from contents currently available on Robb's web site www.robbhuxley.com and
has also been serialised in the Joe Meek Society's magazine Thunderbolt which is exclusive to the
Society's members. It is the first time it has been available in book form complete with illustrations.
Available on Amazon sites worldwide including UK here and USA here
Rob Humphreys
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When I started collecting music in 1956 I think I had two main reasons for doing so. One was to
listen again and again to music that I loved and the second was to start a collection. I began with a
couple of 78s but a market stall music seller suggested the future was 45s so I quickly replaced
my 78s. So I was now collecting records and built up a biggish collection of singles, EPs and LPs
which, as an object, I enjoyed both listening to and looking at. I also had a reel to reel tape
recorder and still have a
good
cassette
tape
recorder for playing my
400 or so cassette tapes. I
also have a mini disc
player but, like the 8 track
tape
player,
although
better systems, they never
took off. Then in 1986, for
me, the CD arrived with its fanfare of longevity and being unbreakable. I started collecting these
along with singles and LPs until these latter two fizzled out. Then came iTunes; it was a bridge too
far. I have never subscribed to buying music that I can’t see or hold but, being a bit of a dinosaur,
my collection of singles, LPs and CDs can be lovingly looked at, handled and played.
In a recent Sunday Times I read two articles about the future of music as something I could own
which both confused and upset me. The first was about piracy and how people could ‘download’
music from free web sites (there are no copyright laws in Russia for example so find a site and
help yourselves) or sources. The writer of this article said, in several thousand words, that
obtaining music free deprived the writers of a living. When I was in an R & R band, all our income
was from live gigs. Today ‘musicians’ income comes mainly from writing and copyrighting so the
market is flooded with stuff we may never hear but by pirating these tunes, you may find you like
the artist and follow him to a live gig. Without piracy and the still high price of CDs and
downloading, most of these artists would never get a hearing. The old Blues artists worked hard
for their bread and were cheated out of royalties so nothing changes.
The other article was about something called ‘cloud computing’. I read and reread this wordy
article and still didn’t fully understand it. Somehow, like electricity, music (or other media) can be
sent through the air worldwide by ‘streaming’ so if you have an appropriate receiver, you can
listen, individually, to music of your choice for a small monthly fee. I was in France recently and
went to the cinema with my wife and some friends and saw a performance of the ballet ‘Swan
Lake’ performed live from the Royal Opera House in London and introduced by Darcy Bussell. The
show was ‘streamed’ to over a thousand cinemas on the wide screen. It cost us just under £10 a
head and included a glass of sparkling wine at the interval!
So the future seems to be a place where you don’t bother to buy music, you pay a monthly charge
and play what you like when you like and if you do want to keep it (an out dated idea), you store it
in ‘the cloud’ for later. The artist then shares part of your monthly payment like the performing
rights society payments. I think I’ve lived too long! If there is nothing tangible or solid then hackers
or pirates will always rule the waves.
Systems offering this streamed process include Spotify, Lost, Pandora, Netflix, Amazon, Beats
and Tidal. There’s even Twitch for computer games.
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Lists: The American Blues awards were announced in May and here are 25 of the winners in their
categories:
B.B.King Blues Entertainer: Bobby Rush
Blues Band: Elvin Bishop Band
Blues Album: ‘Can’t Even Do Wrong Right’ by Elvin Bishop
Contemporary Blues Album: ‘BluesAmericana’ by Keb’ Mo’
Soul Blues Album: ‘Memphis Grease’ by John Nemeth
Soul Blues Male Artists: Bobby Rush
Soul Blues Female Artist: Sista Monica
Best New Artist Album: ‘Don’t Call No Ambulance’ by Selwyn Birchwood
Instrument, Horn: Dianna Bogart
Blues Acoustic Album: ‘Timeless’ by John Hammond
Acoustic Artist: John Hammond
Traditional Blues Album: ‘For Pops’ (Tribute to Muddy Waters) by Mud Morganfield and Kim
Wilson
Instrument, Bass: Lisa Mann
Historical Album: ‘Soul and Swagger’ The complete 5 Royales 1951-1967
Blues Song: ‘Can’t Do Wrong Right’ by Elvin Bishop
Pinetop Perkins Piano Player: Marcia Ball
Instrument, Harmonica: Charlie Musselwhite
Instrument, Guitar: Joe Bonamassa
Instrument, Drums: Jimi Bott
Contemporary Blues Female Artist: Janiva Magness
Traditional Blues Male Artist: Lurrie Bell
Koko Taylor Award (Traditional Blues Female Artist): Ruthie Foster
Contemporary Blues Male Artist: Gary Clarke Jr.
Rock Blues Album: ‘Step Back’ by Johnny Winter
This list gets longer every year and there are other lesser categories I have left out. It’s nice to see
a few more females winning open categories my favourite being Marcia Ball.

An A to Z of my favourite Blues Artists: I found a great many artists with the initial letter B
that I enjoyed in the R&B and Blues category so I will quickly look at two and continue with Bs next
time.

B is for James Booker. Drug addict, alcoholic, in and out of several prisons in the ’60s and mental
problems, the surprise is not that this great pianist died young (43) but that he lived for as long as
he did.
Also it is difficult to slot him into a defined category as he could play anything and often did in
medleys that had no real connection from one tune to another. He played piano for Earl King,
B.B.King, and Joe Tex and played alongside Junior Parker and Bobby Bland and it is said he
supplied some of Fats Domino’s piano parts on record when Fats was elsewhere and too busy. He
finally made his living as a solo artist as he was so unreliable. His rereleased CD ‘Classified’ and
also ‘Resurrection of the Bayou Maharajah’ are, for me, stunning examples of his exciting genius.

B is for Henry Butler. In 1998 I saw this blind pianist and vocalist doing a live spot in a large New
Orleans Record Store. He was brilliant with fast and clever Blues styles which I enjoyed
immensely. His trademark styling was to mix a gumbo of jazz and gospel into the New Orleans
R&B of the likes of Jon Cleary. Born in 1947 and blind from birth, he was classically trained and
was a university lecturer for a while but returned to New Orleans and the Blues. Two of his best
CDs, ‘Blues and More Vol.1’ and ‘Blues after Sunset’ are sadly deleted and hard to find.
‘Homeland’ is still available but patchy.
It is probably true to say he is too good a player to succeed as he doesn’t have the commercial
acumen of, say, Dr.John or Professor Longhair.
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Who did I last see: I can’t believe it! Another really great band at my same local small venue in
Aylesbury; I went alone to see Jo Harman and Company. I had her first CD ‘Dirt on my Tongue’
(which I mentioned in an earlier piece) and was quite impressed by the songs and the
musicianship. However, all the CD photos showed pictures of a miserable little girl who seemed to
have a bit of a chip on her shoulder. Well, I liked the music on the CD so went along expecting to
see a petulant performer in front of a good band.
The band came out and, checking their tuning and volume,
started a song. Both the piano player and the (new) guitarist were
fine, almost classical players backed by a clever drummer and
excellent bass. Out strode a raunchy tall girl with a very tight
short dress and platform shoes who dived into the first song with
a strong pure voice and the audience knew immediately that they
were in for a fine evening of Blues and Soul of the very highest
quality. Jo, winner of the best female blues artist 2014 in the
British Blues awards, showed us why she had won and when the
excellent guitarist or brilliant pianist took solos she moved like
Tina Turner. She had a nice line in patter too telling us that,
during a recent tour of the Netherlands, they had secured a live
performance on one of the most popular radio shows there but
the producer said three tunes but one must be recognisable to
the audience so they had a look at the Netherland charts and
No.1 was ‘Happy’ by Pharrell Williams (have a look at his
YouTube video) so they spent the night rehearsing and blocked
the radio station’s phones with delighted listeners.
They then played this which was slower and more Bluesy but a great version all the same.
I enjoyed her and her great band and felt, as I had the CD, that I had witnessed almost a Dr. Jekyll
and Mrs. Hyde character who was far more alive than any of the pictures on the CD portrayed.
She is definitely worth seeing (and listening to with her beautiful Soul/Blues voice) again and one
to watch and enjoy.

What was my last CD:

‘Blues People’ by Eric Bibb
(and guests). Years ago I first saw Eric Bibb supporting
Taj Mahal at the Shepherd Bush Empire. Taj had a great
band with him and was definitely not a disappointment
but I went home thinking what an accomplished
singer/guitarist Eric Bibb was with only his Scandinavian
guitarist sideman and I should investigate his
discography. He has made many good gentle Blues
albums but this is one of the best. The guests include Taj
Mahal, The Blind Boys of Alabama, Guy Davis, Ruthie
Foster, and Popa Chubby amongst many others and is
recorded mostly in London. This is an extremely
soothing CD with very few electric instruments then only
used for effect and it is Blues through and through.

What was on my IPod today? ‘Mess Around’ by Dr.John from his CD ‘Mos’ Scocious’. I love
this tune and have it by several other artists, all good but this version really rocks and is one of the
fastest. When it came up I played it twice more I was enjoying it so much.
Bye bye B.B.
Dave Parker
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Viva Las Vegas – April 2015
Woodies Nick Cobban, Alan Lloyd and John Howard attended the Viva Las Vegas festival in April.
Here is Nick’s review.
It's hard to find words to describe how good Dion was when he
appeared at the Viva Las Vegas Saturday car show. The
Wanderer showed that his voice is as strong as ever and that he
can hold an audience in the palm of his hands. Dressed all in
black with his trademark back to front cap, he was quite brilliant
on a selection of his own songs with a few rock and roll numbers
thrown in.
He began with I Got My Eyes On You Baby, first recorded as
recently as 2007, but quickly gave the doowop loving crowd what
they wanted with faultless renditions of Donna The Prima Donna, Love Came To Me and Ruby
Baby. He rocked a bit with Rave On and Summertime Blues and delved into the excellent Yo
Frankie album with Always In The Rain and, later, a tough sounding King Of The New York Street.
He turned back time to 1958 with great versions of A Teenager In Love and I Wonder Why with
the first rate backing band serving brilliantly as latter day Belmonts. After Shake Rattle And Roll,
he went acoustic with a slightly dodgy Calendar Girl - learned sitting on a piano stool with Neil
Sedaka, he said - and continued with the anthemic Abraham, Martin And John. Next was another
Drifters cover with Drip Drop and Chuck Berry's Sweet Little Rock And Roller before finishing with
his two biggest hits Runaround Sue and The Wanderer to rapturous applause from the huge
crowd. There's no doubt that Dion is one of the true greats of rock and pop and that at 75 he
remains as good as ever. This was truly a spine tingling moment.
Dion was followed on stage on this great day of live music
with more sixties sounds from one of the earliest garage
bands The Sonics. Dressed like bank managers they tore
the place up and shredded the eardrums with early hits like
Psycho, Strychnine and The Witch, along with other garage
classics such as Have Love Will Travel, Keep A Knocking,
Money and Louie Louie, the anthem of their native north
west, they said. They also gave debut performances of
tracks from their new album This Is The Sonics including Bad
Betty and Sugaree. It's hard to imagine this group of ageing
guys creating shock waves with dirty grungy music, but
somehow they do. It's loud, it's raw and it's definitely garage.
Earlier at the car show we had the VLV debut of British family band
Kitty, Daisy and Lewis. This was the first time I've seen them live
and I couldn't fail to be impressed by their multiple instrumental talent
on guitar, drums, keyboard and harmonica. Their music incorporates
rockabilly, Americana, pop, even ska, with the addition of Jamaican
trumpet player Eddie Tan Tan Thorton on several numbers. All highly
professional, but just a little too varied to appeal 100 percent and I
found my attention was wavering at times. Good fun though and
clearly a trio with real talent.
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Back in the Orleans Hotel the festival continued with a trio of ageing original rockabilly artists
introduced by Big Sandy, who did a tribute to some of the rock and roll artists who have passed on
in recent years, including Billy Lee Riley, Janis Martin and Mac Curtis. First on was Huelyn Duvall,
who made a good stab at early recordings such as Teen Queen, It's No Wonder, Pucker Paint and
Three Months To Kill, despite a rather weak voice. Better was the next act, Ray Campi with his
white stand-up bass who was clearly enjoying himself on numbers such
as Eager Boy, How Low Can You Feel, Rockabilly Man and Rockin’ At
The Ritz. Pianist Rip Masters performed one number and Ronnie
Weisser, the man who rediscovered Ray in the 70s, was in the
audience. Final act of this segment was Louisiana born Joe Clay, who
leaped around the stage and into the audience like a man half his age.
Numbers included his best known ones Don't Mess With My Ducktail
and 16 Chicks and he also did a swamp pop number called Don't Know
What To Do, which he apparently recorded under the name of Russ
Wayne.
Overall day three of VLV was excellent, if more than a little tiring, and I shouldn't end without
mentioning the Bop Hounds, a gloomy but impressive Brazilian band, Jake Calypso, a rather weird
Cajun rockabilly, and the Hot Roddin' Rodeos, a very loud but proficient rockabilly band.
The first two days were good, despite the lack of any really big names. The Orleans hotel is a
superb venue, with three stages and the outdoor car show on day three. The crowd is a fantastic
mixture of ages and types with tattoos well to the fore in many cases and some outrageous
fashions too.
Thursday's music began with a fairly average rockabilly group the Hi-Tones from Russia but
picked up with a lively set by Lil Mo, performing this time with the Unholy Four rather than the
Dynaflos. Numbers included a rocking version of Danny Boy, Dig Boy Dig, Hard Looks and Crazy
Baby. Next up were local band the Delta Bombers, whose raw, raucous vocals put me in mind of
the Trashmen. Numbers included Cast Iron Arm, White Lightning and a barely recognisable Little
Latin Lupe Lu. Things quietened down with hillbilly band the Stardust Ramblers, a highly
entertaining band who finished with a Fendermen style version of Mule Skinner Blues which was
anything but quiet. Finally it was the turn of Scandinavian band the Go Getters who belted their
way through Red Hot Mama, Slow Down, Baby Lets Play House and Mona, plus, surprisingly,
Teenage Kicks.
Burlesque is a key feature of Viva Las Vegas and I enjoyed the Burlesque
Showcase on Friday, with a parade of gorgeous women getting their kit off
with great style and taste. I particularly liked the delicious Perle Noire and
the U.K's own Bonnie Fox. Musically the evening kicked off with the
dynamic Bobby Brooks Wilson, whose looks and act resembles his dad
Jackie very closely. As well as Reet Petite, Lonely Teardrops and a couple
of others made famous by Jackie he also did three Sam Cooke numbers.
He is a copyist, but an excellent one and you can't do better than copy
Jackie and Sam in my opinion. A highlight of his set was the introduction
on stage of Sonny Turner, who took over from Tony Williams as lead
singer of the Platters at the time of their soul hits of the sixties such as Washed Ashore and I Love
You 1000 Times. Sadly his contribution was limited to just Only You.
Of the other acts on day two, I was impressed with California rockabilly outfit the Johnny Deadly
Trio, with their Johnny Cash flavoured singer and a bass player who hauled his instrument around
the room mid song, less enamoured with Jittery Jack, quite enjoyed Buzz and the Flyers, and very
much liked R&B songstress Jai Malano, formerly with the Royal Rhythmaires. Six piece band
Aileen Quinn and the Leaping Lizards were excellent but I found the Chop Tops, making their
farewell performance rather too raucous. They introduced on stage Mario Valens, brother of
Ritchie, who impressed on Ooh My Head and La Bamba. Finally French guitarist Nico Duportal
was superb once again.
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The Flamin’ Groovies at The Chapel, San Francisco
Our last night in San Francisco featured an excellent gig by
legendary local band the Flamin' Groovies at The Chapel, a great
venue on Valencia Street which was packed. The band, which
included original guitarist/vocalist Cyril Jordan, played their 1976
album Shake Some Action, plus a few other tracks including
Tallahassee Lassie, Married Woman and Slow Death.
The band focused on the album tracks,
beginning with the title track and moving on
with Sometimes, the Beatles inspired Yes
It's True and a Chuck Berry style version of St Louis Blues. Then it was
You Tore Me Down, Please Please Girl, The Lovin' Spoonful's Let The
Boy Rock and Roll, Chuck Berry's Don't You Lie To Me, more Beatles
with I'll Cry Alone and Misery, then Teenage Confidential and I Can’t
Hide. Great to see them back together and in such good form, and in
their home town as well.
Supporting them was another Frisco singer Kelley Stoltz whose folk rock material was quite
enjoyable.
Wednesday, April 29, 2015
Jack Ely - one hit wonder
The death at 71 of Jack Ely, who sang lead on the Kingsmen's 1963 hit Louie Louie, has attracted
considerable interest. Certainly the record was a great one - an early example of grunge perhaps and it topped my personal top ten for four weeks in January 1964. But in Jack's case he was the
archetypal one hit wonder. Before Louie Louie was even a hit he fell out with the leader of the
group Lynn Easton, who wanted to take over as singer, and left. When he tried to return he was
turned down and all future Kingsmen records were fronted by Easton. On the Kingsmen's first LP,
The Kingsmen In Person, which includes Louie Louie, Jack isn't even mentioned in the sleeve
notes. As the song had been written by Richard Berry several years earlier Jack didn't even get
writing royalties. He formed another version of the Kingsmen, but had to change its name to the
Courtmen, and never had another hit.
The record itself gained notoriety because of its unintelligible mumbled lyrics. Whether this was
because Jack was straining to get a 'live' sound with a microphone above his head (it was
recorded in a single take), the effect of the braces he had on his teeth or because he just didn't
know the words I'm not sure, but it's certainly part of its charm. It was enough to attract the interest
of the FBI who suspected that the lyrics were obscene. After a lengthy investigation they
concluded that it was in fact unintelligible with no discernible meaning, which a single listen could
no doubt have confirmed.
Saturday, May 30, 2015
Beat poet Royston Ellis remembers
Royston Ellis is a travel writer, novelist and the UK's answer to beat
poets like Allen Ginsberg. He's also the man who suggested, or at
least encouraged, the Beatles to spell the group's name with an A
rather an E, recited poetry to the backing of the Shadows, calling it
'rocketry' - a cross between rock and roll and poetry - and was the
inspiration for two Beatles songs - Paperback Writer and Polythene
Pam. Now resident in Sri Lanka, where he has lived for 35 years,
he was in London yesterday for a special Tales From the Woods
interview conducted by Jet Harris's former manager Peter Stockton,
and a poetry reading in the West End.
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Royston's links with the early days of UK pop music go
back to the late fifties when he met up with Cliff Richard
and the Drifters, as they then were. He describes Cliff as
an enigma, still with an Indian accent, Tony Meehan as
the most intelligent member of the group and Jet Harris
as his special friend, and the meeting led to the band
backing him on his poetry readings, as did Jimmy Page
on several occasions. His beat poetry preceded the
American beat poets, he said, but he was influenced by
Royston with Keith © Nigel Bewley
Christopher Logue, who took part in poetry readings
backed by jazz music. Royston was a regular at Soho's
clubs and coffee bars, including the 2Is. He recalls listening to A White Sports Coat and a Pink
Carnation on the juke box, while singer Terry Dene kept putting money in the machine.
In 1960 he went to Liverpool - one of a number of cities he hitch-hiked to for his poetry readings and met George Harrison, “wearing a matelot striped T shirt”, in a cafe. From there he met John,
Paul and Stuart Sutcliffe and stayed with the Beetles, as they called themselves, in Gambier
Terrace. “John was the most 'riveting' personality, but innocent about London.” Royston introduced
them to drugs - a strip from a Benzedrine inhaler and suggested to John that they spell the group
name Beatles, rather than Beetles. “John liked the VW Beetle car and Buddy Holly's Crickets. I
said I'm a beat poet, you're a beat group, why don't you spell it with an A.” Their meeting resulted
in a poetry reading at the Jacaranda bar in Liverpool, where the Beatles made their first
appearance.
Paperback Writer was written with Royston in mind, and his friendship also inspired Polythene
Pam from the Abbey Road album. According to Royston he met up with the boys when they
visited Guernsey, where he was then living, where he introduced a girl friend to John. “John said
to her he would love to have sex between black leather sheets and ride a motor cycle through your
thighs. No leather, so polythene would have to do.”
Royston was a spokesman for teenagers in the late fifties and early sixties and frequently
appeared on TV, sometimes causing controversy, but 'retired' when he reached 20 in 1961. He
moved to Guernsey and then to Las Palmas, where he met up with Cliff Richard again in 1963
when he was filming A Wonderful Life. At Cliff's suggestion, he tried to sort out a drink problem
experienced by actor Dennis Price by taking him to a bar for a talk. It didn't work: Dennis mistook a
cockroach on the floor for a Pekinese dog! From there he moved to Dominica, where he became
president of the island's cricket club, and then to Sri Lanka, where he continues to write novels
and travel books. He is something of a celebrity there and was invited by Sri Lanka Airlines to
taste 50 wines that they were considering for their flights. He expected a small gift for his efforts
but actually received two Business Class tickets to anywhere he liked, hence his visit to London,
his first for three years.
Royston wrote about his early experiences of pop music in
his 1961 book The Big Beat Scene and also wrote Driftin'
with Cliff Richard, about his association with the band.
Poetry anthologies include Jiving To Gyp and Gone Man
Squared. His latest book, just launched in the US, is Big
Time, and his travel books cover Mauritius, the Maldives
and Sri Lanka, among others. He also wrote the successful
Bondmaster novels under the name of Richard Tresillian.

Royston with Jimmy Page

After the interview Royston went on to a reading at the
Poetry Cafe, where he was joined by Jimmy Page. Photo
by Neel Jayantha.
Nick Cobban

As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles.
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Mr Angry sends a letter
What in Hades has happened to the Post Office? I have attempted to send two
recorded delivery letters in the past two months, and paid a premium to ensure
they reached the recipients safely.
Here's how it works. You go to the local Post Office, fill in a form, give your
details, pay the money, get a receipt with a reference number, and a week later
you can phone in, give them your name, address, and the recipient’s name and
address, the date it was posted and your reference number, and they tell you
on what date the item was delivered.
If delivery proves impossible, if the intended recipient is not at the address, or
refuses to sign for the letter, then it is sent to a sorting office in Belfast, of all
places. Then it is opened and the return address noted from the contents of the
letter, and it is returned to the sender, perhaps with a note of apology.
That's what should happen.
Instead, when I sent my first letter, recorded delivery, and phoned a week later, the Post Office
could only confirm that it hadn't been delivered. No reason given, the letter was not returned to
me.
The second one – and, I know, I know, if you repeat an action that has
been unsuccessful once there is no greater chance of success a second
time – was duly sent, and the premium paid, and the receipt received.
A week later, you phone the phone number you are given, go through a
whole rigmarole of talking to machines, pressing numbers, waiting
until you get a real person. A real apologetic person.
No, the second letter has not been delivered. No, he can't tell me why. It's
been lost. No point in getting apoplectic with the person on the other end.
It's not his fault.
But it would appear that our creaky postal system is on its last legs, and the sooner DHL, TNT, or
some other private organisation takes it over, sorts it out, and is held responsible and fined for
what appear to be regular cock-ups for which no individual can be held responsible, only the
system.

Charity begins at home
There's a geezer who lives my way who I hate for reasons lost in time. Mrs Angry says it is
something to do with dumping semi-repaired old bangers close to my house and leaving them
there for months on end.
Anyway, I've come up with this tremendous idea to give him grief.
You know those advertisements for sick animals, sicker humans, and every imaginable charity
under the sun that run advertising campaigns that obviously cost many thousands if not millions
to stick on TV every ten minutes?
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They explain for £3 you can save a child, stop a war, give eyesight to the blind, rescue earthquake
victims, build a rural school and so on. Can you hell.
The purpose of these advertisements is to
harvest your personal data, your name, your
address, your postcode, your telephone number
and so on. Once they have these the billion
pound charity industry can then put your details
in their “naive mug” file, and pester you with
phone calls and letters to persuade you to set up
standing orders on their behalf.
Then they will pass your details to all the other
charities these huge companies represent, and
sell your details to all the other charities also
represented by other huge companies.
As you probably know, England's oldest poppy seller felt so besieged by these hugely efficient, and
huge, charity representatives that she killed herself because she couldn't take it anymore.
I've told you about this before, since I was unfortunately on the receiving end of these appeals
myself.
So, I hear you asking, what has this got to do with the geezer round the corner and his dumped
cars? Well, he drives a sign-written van with his employer's name, address and telephone number
on the side.
I could use his name, which I got from the electoral roll, send £3 to one charity, together with his
work telephone number and before long he would be getting 20 telephone calls a day, to the
anger of his boss.
I won't, though. Amusing to me as this might be, I don't want him to lose his job, since he might
take up repairing old bangers full time, and start leaving them in my road again.
Incidentally, most of these charity TV ads seem to use the same piano player to bash out mournful
music in the background of their appeals. He must be making a fortune. But not as much as the
top executives at any charity you care to name.

Credit where it’s due
I don't care what colour method a film uses, be it Technicolor, Eastmancolor, or Kodak. I don't
care who is the Best Boy, the Foley artists, the Gaffer or, most particularly, the drivers, the on
location caterers, the dialogue coach, the trainee second unit director or the location scout, all of
which appear during the ten minutes film credits take to unravel these days.
I am interested, however, in who played what character. Yes, the names of the actors and their
roles.
These days, I am most likely to watch a film on
television. So why do TV companies choose to
compress the cast lists at the end of films in order
to advertise on two thirds of the screen their
upcoming features? Just as the final name on the
cast list disappears, so does the trailer, so I am
able to find out it was Delta Airlines who sponsored
the travel, the film was funded by the National
Lottery of Ireland, and what I firmly believed was
Paris was in fact Prague.
But I can't find out who played what character. Barmy, and bloody annoying. I'm thinking about
writing to Equity.
This five minute clip explains all - H
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
Greetings gang,
At the time of press we have confirmed the date and venue for the return of the wonderful Kokomo
Kings to a Tales From The Woods stage; this event will take place on Saturday 21st October. If
you missed the event last time round, don't let it happen this time, as the opportunities to witness
this band in such an intimate venue will soon not be a possibility. Once again it will take place for
the second time this year at central London’s Spice Of Life. This well-equipped basement venue
could not be more conveniently situated, in the heart of London’s west end at Cambridge Circus
on the edge of Soho, just a few minutes’ walk from Leicester Square. The four piece, whose
members hail from Sweden and Norway, are by far the best white blues band this humble
scribe/promoter and organization founder has seen and heard in many a long year; they can rock
as well, and when I say rock, I mean roll too. Not to be confused with
that legs apart, curly perm, face grimacing, self-indulgent, thousand
notes a minute sadly all too often associated with white boys… this is
the real deal. Still in doubt? check out their CD and vinyl release
'Artificial Natural'. The lead guitarist Ronni Busack-Boyson will be
instantly recognisable if you have seen Mud Morganfield in concert
recently, as he is the required guitarist for this son of the legend that is
Muddy Waters.
We shall announce when tickets are available via our website and
round-robin email; don't delay as these past months have seen their
reputation deservedly grow three fold since their last appearance in the
UK. Like I say, the last opportunity in such intimate surroundings.
Whilst on the subject of bands with Kings in their name, we know
another. The Cadillac Kings are hugely popular with so many
Woodies up and down this land, but I have as yet to witness them
in action, much to my disgrace. However I am about to amend
that by arranging for this acclaimed outfit to rock a Tales From
The Woods stage. At the time of going to press we are
negotiating a date and suitable venue, so what I can tell you? It
will be sometime in September, preferably the latter part, heralding our return to the stage after our
summer recess. After our wonderful Borderline event on 28th June we are going to take a welldeserved rest for the summer. I have a planned cruise upon the glorious river Lea planned from
the locks of Coppermill to as far afield as Enfield and return, Harry too who deserves a break as
much as I has an exciting hike arranged walking the length of Hadrian’s wall, spending many a
glorious night sleeping under the stars.
Well, that's enough from me in this issue, see you all at the Borderline on June 28th gang. Time to
now pass you over to Mr Dave 'Jazz Junction' Carroll for another of his much envied electric gig
guides, don't forget to mention the Borderline Dave.
The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
June 2015
2
Tuesday
Luther Dickinson
Front man for the North Mississippi All Stars at an intimate venue.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden 7.00 pm to 12.00 pm Music 9.45 pm
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Free

3
Wednesday The Three Degrees
Formed in 1963 and fifteen ladies later, the current three have clocked up sixty-four years between them.
Jazz Cafe
£20 + fees
4
Thursday
Henri Herbert & His Band
Piano pounder choosing underground venue to launch new band.
The Borderline
£14.50 + fees
4
Thursday
Joe Bataan & Grupo X
The King of Latin Soul. An acquired taste for some soul fans.
The Venue, 229 Great Portland Street, W1W 5PN £20 + fees
7
Sunday
Heritage Blues Orchestra
Kenny ‘Beedy Eyes’ Smith, some pals, a grammy-nominated album, and a whole lotta blues. What more
could you ask?
Jazz Cafe
£18 + fees
15
Monday
Lead Belly Fest
Tribute by many artists, some even with a blues connection. Tickets at ‘real deal’ prices.
Royal Albert Hall
£63.70 - £104.50
16
Tuesday
JD McPherson
Shorter than six months since his last visit suggests he must be an anglophile.
Koko, Camden
£15 + fees
On Thursday 18th June ‘Doc’ Stenson, Hylda Sims and I are playing at The Ivy House, Nunhead.
This is a new venture; Third Thursday - featuring poetry and music. This night includes Jon
Sayers, poet and ‘Rye Poets’ - 3 women from Peckham Rye. It’s not yet listed there but this is
their website http://www.ivyhousenunhead.com/events.php 8.00 £6/5 according to pocket.
Fourth and Fifth Friday and Third Thursday are all promoted by Hylda and as you can tell, she
favours alliterative titles. I leave you to dream up possibilities for the other days of the week. Then
she’ll have a proper job.
Simon Prager
22
Monday
Larry McCray
Noted American bluesman who hails from the sweet-smelling town of Magnolia, Arkansas.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden 7.00 pm to 12.00 pm Music 9.45 pm
Free
27
Saturday
Sydenham Blues Club 4th Rockin All Dayer
Acts include The Sundowners, Dave Hickey & The Jukebox Heroes, and, The River Boys.
The Grape & Grain, Crystal Palace From 2.00 pm till late Free Entry
28
Sunday
2is Reunion/ British Rock ‘n’ Roll Heritage Show No 10
Part 2, and if it is as good as part one won’t nobody go home.
The Borderline
£28 door, £25 adv, £20 Woodies
29
Monday
Allen Toussaint
A solo performance by New Orleans maestro. Pity that ticket prices are up 20% on last year.
Ronnie Scott’s £45 - £60
30
Tuesday
Los Lobos and James Hunter Six
A double line-up to appeal to fans of both.
Brooklyn Bowl, The O2, Doors 7.00 pm, show 8.00 pm
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£27.50 adv, £30 door

30
Tuesday
Hamilton Loomis
Popular American bluesman ends UK tour at famous London venue.
100 Club
£12 + fees
30
Tuesday
Mavis Staples
The voice of the Staple Singers. Still going strong and singing great.
Clapham Grand
£27.50 + fees
July 2015
1
Wednesday Larry Graham & Graham Central Station
Influential bass player and regular visitor to these shores.
Jazz Cafe
£25 + fees
8
Wednesday Mud Morganfield
Son of blues great, whose centenary was celebrated in April.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden 7.00 pm to 12.00 pm Music 9.45 pm

Free

14
Tuesday
Dan Penn & Spooner Oldham
Legendary songwriters, whose contribution to soul music should not be underestimated, at wooden-seated
venue.
Union Chapel £25 + fees
15
Wednesday Naomi Shelton & The Gospel Queens
Gospel from the Daptone label.
Under The Bridge
£20 + fees
17
Friday Martha Reeves
Where else would this star of Motown choose to appear in London on her July tour of England?
The Blues Kitchen, Shoreditch
7.00 pm to 2.30 am Music 10.00 pm
£7 + fees
21
Tuesday
Lil’ Jimmy Reed
Alabama bluesman Leon Atkins once depped for his drunken hero, so the story goes.
100 Club
£14 or £16 + fees
30
Thursday
Mud Morganfield
For those who prefer their blues outer London. An Eel Pie Club function.
The Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£17 + fees
31
Friday
The Flirtations
Three coquettes from Delhi.
Jazz Cafe
£17.50 + fees
August 2015
7
Friday
Jimmy Cliff
Jamaican singer-songwriter wisely choosing summer to re-appear in London.
Indigo2
£23.20 - £51.50
26
Wednesday Wilko Johnson
Feeling good again, having proved that reports of impending death may be the new best career move.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£25 + fees
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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